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Dear Friends, 

A new year has quickly arrived, and here at Lionel we are back at full throttle with a new selection of locomotives, cars and accessories that we are truly excited about releasing. For those of you who appreciate our highest-caliber offerings, 
you’re probably already aware of the magnificent VisionLine GG1 electrics in our line for 2016. For the first time ever, we’ve equipped our scale GG1 to realistically mimic the sparks and sound effects of electrified pantographs. Plus, Lionel is 
offering the original “Old Rivets” variation of the GG1 in addition to the more common welded body style.  

In our scale diesel line, an all-new F40PH Diesel is on deck for 2016, available in various Amtrak phases with lots of road-number specific details.

There’s no shortage of new scale steam engines in 2016. The Allegheny, GS-4, and 0-8-0 will all be available as LEGACY-equipped locomotives in a variety of paint schemes. We’re also proud to announce the Reading T1 steam locomotive 
loaded with high end features. For LionMaster fans, the Class A is back in the line for the first time, equipped with LEGACY and whistle steam. 

If you’re looking for new ways to enjoy your trains, there’s a new Vision Reefer pack in the line and PS-1 Boxcars with realistic freight sounds.  Building on the world of the LCS system by Lionel, both a scale and a traditional size “SensorCar” 
boxcar will be produced that communicate with the LCS Sensor Track. These boxcars come equipped with a track IR device that will make your TMCC locomotives compatible with the LCS SensorTracks.

Two new “Build a World” layout themes –Steel Mill and Maintenance of Way--are spotlighted in this catalog with an assortment of cars and accessories to support them. For our Postwar fans, take a look at the new Postwar-inspired set in the 
Traditional section of the catalog.  Lastly, Lionel is re-issuing the classic green streamliner cars from the postwar era in an inspired outfit that features two “what-if” Alcos decorated in matching postwar green. 

We hope you enjoy the 2016 Signature collection.  Wherever your passion for trains takes you, we are thankful Lionel has had the chance to share in the experience.

-The Lionel Team

The following Lionel marks are used throughout this catalog and are protected under law.  All rights reserved.

Lionel®, LEGACY™, TrainMaster®, Odyssey®, RailSounds®, CrewTalk™, TowerCom™, DynaChuff™, StationSounds™, Pullmor®, ElectroCoupler™, Magne-Traction®, CAB-1® Remote Controller,  American Flyer®, Lionel ZW®, ZW®, MagniVision®, TMCC®, Lionelville™, Wireless Tether™, Powerhouse™, LionMaster®, Conventional Classics™, 
Postwar Celebration Series™, TruRail™, PH-1 Powerhouse®, Powermaster®, Powerstation-Powerhouse®, Accessory Motor Controller™, AMC™, Accessory Switch Controller™, ASC™, Action Recorder Controller™, ARC™, Track Power Controller 300™, TPC 300™, Track Power Controller 400™, TPC 400™, Block Power Controller™, BPC™, 
Operating Track Controller™, OTC™, FatBoy™, Lionel Lines®, Joshua Lionel Cowen Series™, Lionel Kiddie City®, Lionel Playworld®, Lockon®, TrainSounds™, MultiHorn™, MultiWhistle™, Choo-Choo™

TMs belonging to Union Pacific are All Rights Reserved. TMs belonging to Canadian Pacific are All Rights Reserved. TMs belonging to CSX are All Rights Reserved. TMs belonging to AMTRAK are All Rights Reserved. TMs belonging to NJ Transit are All Rights Reserved. All marks belonging to to CN or BNSF are of their respective owners. 
Pittman® is a registered trademark of Pittman, a PennEngineering company. 

Any reproduction, transmission, or dissemination of the material here in is strictly prohibited. Trademarks owned by Lionel L.L.C. are indicated throughout this document.  Items depicted in this catalog are subject to change in price,  
color, size, design, and availability. Verify features on product package. Retail prices are suggested.  
See your Authorized Lionel Dealer for more information. 
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lionel Guide
O p e r a t i o n

LEGACY™ Control System
Lionel is moving forward with a Built-To-Order 
process for a number of our high end steam 

and diesel engines.  We want to enhance the collectible 
nature for the products you purchase as well as ensure 
we are able to continue to offer new and innovative 
items in the future. You will see the following icon 
on the product pages that feature Build-To-Order 
products. Please check with your local dealer and on 
Lionel.com to ensure you do not miss the order window.

ODYSSEY II Speed Control
Slow speed and start-up operation are 
smooth and steady with ODYSSEY II Speed 

Control. Watch your locomotive as it creeps through the 
yard or fights up a grade without hesitation.

Trainmaster Command Control
Locomotives equipped with the classic 
TrainMaster Command Control system are 

controlled by commands from your CAB-1 or CAB-2 
Remote Controller. ElectroCouplers™, basic sounds, 
and multiple unit lash-ups are all at your fingertips as 
you walk around your layout.

ElectroCouplers™ 
(LEGACY™, LionChief™ Plus, TMCC® 
required) Open these couplers anywhere 

on the layout without uncoupling track sections. 
The CAB-1 or CAB-2 Remote Controller activates 
the ElectroCouplers™. Also, be sure to listen for 
authentic sounds of the coupler in operation with the 
RailSounds® sound system.

WirelessTether™ Connection
Looking to enhance the appearance of 
Lionel steam locomotives, we developed the 

exclusive infrared Wireless Tether connection so that 
the locomotive and tender can communicate without 
cumbersome wiring between the units. LEGACY™ 
equipped steam locomotives have a new small profile 
housing that mounts to the top of the drawbar!

Magne-Traction
On some classic or Postwar locomotives, 
the wheels are magnetized, increasing track 

adhesion for extra traction and stability around curves.

Traction Tires
One or more of the driving wheels are fitted with rubber 
tires for extra pulling power for hauling long trains. 
Traction tires grip the rails, enhancing tractive effort.

LionChief™ Remote control
Slow speed and start-up operation are smooth 
and steady with ODYSSEY II Speed Control. 

Watch your locomotive as it creeps through the yard or 
fights up a grade without hesitation. 

LionChief™plus Remote Control
Using the same remote system of the basic 
LionChief, LionChief Plus locomotives 
feature everything described in basic 

LionChief, PLUS many additional hi-tech features that 
increase the realism of your operations. Additional 
features include fan-driven smoke, ElectroCouplers, 
flickering firebox on steam engines, Railsounds, speed 
control, higher detail, and the ability to operate with 
either a remote controller or a traditional transformer 
at the flip of a switch on your locomotive.  LionChief 
Plus provides high-tech features at an affordable 
price.

PLUG-N-PLAY
This revolutionary accessory system 
simplifies the setup and operation 

of your favorite accessories.  Plug-n-Play accessories 
easily connect to your layout for power using a 
standardized 3-pin cable that connects directly 
to a Plug-n-Play Lock-on track section.  Separate 
control boxes that are necessary for control of 
some accessories also use the easy-to-use cable 
system. Many multi-operation accessories utilize 
a standardized 6-pin control cable, and there are 
separate-sale cables that allow you to expand your 
system to meet your needs. More complicated wiring 
necessary on older accessories is simplified with the 
new standardized cable system fitted on every Plug-n-
Play accessory.

S o u n d  &  S m o k e 
FreightSounds
Realistic sounds aren’t limited to locomotives! With 
a FreightSounds-equipped car, you’ll hear the sounds 
of the train as it rolls along – the clickety-clack of 
the rails, the squeal of the wheels, the bumps and 
thumps of the cars in motion.

RailSounds®
Widely regarded as the industry standard, the 
impressive RailSounds® sound system brings the 
real sounds of the railroad to your layout. From the 
mechanical symphony of the locomotives, to the 
commotion of the station, you will be impressed by 
the digitally recorded samples of these special and 
authentic sounds.

LEGACY™ Real-Time Quilling Whistle/
Quilling Horn
On the CAB-2 remote, push up and ring the warning 
bell control button one ring at a time with your own 
rhythm signature! Pull down on the lever and the 
horn/whistle responds with increasing intensity. 
Like a real engineer, you develop your own signature 
sound, “quilling” the steam whistle or changing the 
harmonics and intensity of the diesel horn.

Braking Sounds 
Press down on the brake button of your CAB-2, CAB-
1L, or CAB-1 to reduce speed incrementally or rapidly 
decrease your throttle and listen for the screeching 
of your locomotive’s brakes. Start-up and Shut-down 
Listen as the diesel engine turns over or the steam 
locomotive comes to life. You will also hear the 
sounds of the giant locomotive gradually fade away 
when you turn off power.

LEGACY™ Sequence Control
Press and hold AUX1 for 3 seconds on your CAB-2, 
CAB-1L, or CAB-1 and experience the latest LEGACY 
RailSounds® feature: Sequence Control. Using just 
the throttle, hear brake release, bell, whistle signals 
and corresponding dialog as your train traverses an 
entire journey from departure to destination. 

LEGACY™ Fueling and Current Speed
While stopped, hear the sounds of refueling (water, 
coal, or diesel fuel). In motion, command your 
engineer to speak his current railroad speed and fuel 
levels. All at the touch of a button from your CAB-2, 
CAB-1L, or CAB-1.
 

Diesel RPM
Throttle up your locomotive and listen as the 
locomotive’s RPM s increase. Our LEGACY 
RailSounds® offers 8 levels of diesel engine 
RPM’s. While the RPM sounds automatically 
intensify with the speed of the engine and the 
power supplied to the track, you can also fine-
tune the levels with your Remote Controller.

DynaChuff™
A favorite feature among steam fans, DynaChuff 
is the varying intensity of the locomotive’s 
chuffing, synchronized with the speed of the 
locomotive.

CrewTalk™ Communication AND 
TowerCom™ Announcements
(LEGACY™ required for complete feature set)
This is radio communication between your 
locomotive and tower. “You’re cleared 
outbound”, orders the dispatcher and the 
engineer replies. You can trigger different 
conversations, depending on your choice of 
button-press and whether the locomotive is in 
motion or stopped. Change to any of six railroad 
speeds with accompanying dialog or hear your 
engineer report his status while en route.

StationSounds™
With a StationSounds-equipped passenger car, 
you will hear the station’s loudspeaker announce 
arrivals and departures. En route, the conductor 
makes dining reservations and station stop 
announcements.

Smoke
Fan-driven smoke units provide a steady flow 
of smoke, and puffing smoke units create short 
blasts of smoke as the locomotive moves along 
the track. For the most realistic smoke effects, 
synchronized smoke units coordinate the blasts 
of smoke with the revolution of the drivers and 
the DynaChuff sounds of the locomotive.

Steam Effects
These smoke effects bring select steam 
locomotives to life like never before. Each steam 
effect features a blast of smoke to simulate 
steam shooting from the whistle, blowdown, or 
cylinder valves, often along with the authentic 
corresponding sound.
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I l l u m i n a t i o n

S o m e  L i o n e l  B a s i c s

A

C
E

B

D
F

Curves Diameter
O96 96” 
O72 72”
O54 54”
O36 36”
O31 31”
O27 27”

A
B
C
D
E
F

B u i l t  T o  O r d e r
Lionel is moving forward with a Built-To-Order 

process for a number of our high end steam and 
diesel engines.  We want to enhance the collectible 

nature for the products you purchase as well as 
ensure we are able to continue to offer new and 

innovative items in the future.
 

You will see the following icon above on the product 
pages that feature Build-To-Order products. Please 

check with your local dealer and on Lionel.com to 
ensure you do not miss the order window. 

Directional Lighting
When in reverse, Command Control equipped 
diesel locomotive headlights will shut off. The 
rear light or headlight of a second diesel will then 
illuminate. In Command Control equipped steam 
locomotives, the headlight remains illuminated 
in forward or reverse operation. Additionally in 
reverse, the tender back-up light will shine on 
tenders equipped with a rear directional lamp.

Classification Lights and Marker 
Lights
Classification lights are located on the boiler front 
or top of some steam locomotives, while marker 
lights are on the rear of some steam locomotive 
tenders. These lights are also located on the ends 
of some diesel locomotives.

MARS Lights
Mars lights are a warning light on the front of 
some steam and diesel locomotives. Real Mars 
lights moved back and forth across the track 
like a “8” our models recreate this effect with a 
pulsating LED.

Lighted Number Boards
Brightly illuminated, the locomotive’s unique road 
number is displayed on the boiler top of some 
steam locomotives and on the ends of some diesel 
locomotives.

Strobe Light
This flashing warning light is located on the cab 
roof of some diesel locomotives.

Ditch Lights
These low-mounted lights serve as close-range 
secondary headlights on some diesel locomotives.

Gauge
Gauge refers to the distance between the outside 
rails of the track. Lionel O-Gauge track systems—
which include O, O27, and FasTrack—all measure 
1 ¼” between the outer rails. Any O-Gauge car or 
locomotive can ride on Lionel O-Gauge track, as 
long as the curve track used on your layout can 
accommodate your particular cars (see Minimum 
Curve section).

Scale
Scale measures the relationship between a model 
and the real thing. Most Lionel cars generally 
measure about 1:48 scale. This relationship is 
approximate for the Lionel Traditional line of 
cars and locomotives, which typically can run on 
layouts with tight curves (like O27 or O31). Lionel 
Standard O freight cars and engines, which are 
made to be as exact as possible to 1:48 scale, 
oftentimes require a wider minimum curve, such 
as O36 or more.

Minimum Curve
This measurement is very useful in purchasing 
track, locomotives, and rolling stock that are 
compatible with one another. For example, 
assemble O72 curved track into a circle and you 
will have a 72” diameter layout. Assemble O-31 
curved track into a circle, and you will have 
a layout 31” in diameter. A locomotive with a 
Minimum Curve requirement of O31 wil run on a 
layout with O72 curves, but a locomotive with a 
Minimum Curve requirement of O72 will not run on 
a layout with O31 curves. 

Traditional vs. O-Scale
Lionel O-Gauge locomotives and rolling stock are 
divided into two basic categories—Traditional 
and O-Scale. Both lines are O-Gauge and can 
be run together if Minimum Curve requirements 
allow. Generally, the difference is a matter of size 
and consistent proportions. O-Scale locomotives 
and cars are kept as close to scale dimensions as 
practical. Traditional O locomotives and cars may 
be compressed to better operate on tight curves.

Lionel Traditional
 + Based on classic Lionel designs
 + Approximate scale proportions
 + Perfect additions to Lionel 
ready-to-run train sets

 + Can run on any O-Gauge track curve, 
even O27 (unless noted otherwise)

Lionel O-Scale
 + Accurate reproductions of rolling 
stock and locomotives

 + Scale proportions
 + Super-detailed with many 
separately applied parts

 + Check the Minimum Curve requirement 
for each car or locomotive

Recommended Minimum Curve
Lionel locomotives and rolling stock are 
thoroughly tested to determine their Minimum 
Curve requirement. In some cases, a Lionel car 
or locomotive may be able to easily negotiate 
most, but not all, possible track configurations 
for that Minimum Curve. For these products, a 
Recommended Minimum Curve is also given. This 
larger measurement allows for all combinations of 
Lionel track and switches.

Variable Ashpan Glow
Start up a Lionel steam locomotive equipped 
with this feature and look for a red glow on 
the outside of the locomotive between the 
ashpan and firebox. As speed increases, the 
light grows brighter, simulating the increased 
draft onto the fire.

Ground Lights
These low mounted lights are located below 
the cab on the sides of some steam and 
diesel locomotives. They face downward 
toward the ground to help the crew gauge 
diesel movement at slow speeds. Glowing 
Firebox and Flickering Firebox A red glow 
steadily emanates from the firebox inside of 
the cab of Lionel steam locomotives equipped 
with the glowing firebox. Steam locomotives 
equipped with a flickering firebox create the 
illusion of a live fire “flickering” within.
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A  V i s i o n a r y  P r o t o t y p e . . .
Amid the height of the Great Depression, the Pennsylvania Railroad continued an ambitious modernization process of its mainlines 
between New York, Philadelphia and Washington D.C. The investment kept employees working during the lean years and would pay 
dividends as World War II brought record-setting traffic levels to what was already the world’s busiest rail corridor.

As part of these improvements, the Standard Railroad of the World needed a new locomotive for mainline operations. True to its 
engineering pedigree, the Pennsylvania began vigorous testing of two potential designs in 1934. When the victor was chosen, 
Raymond Loewy was given the task to refine the new power house into a modern beauty.

Loewy’s vision – a locomotive which appeared to be already at speed as the passengers walked beside it on the station platform – 
provided not only a fitting shroud but a unique form as striking and iconic today as it was on its debut.

While the public marveled at their looks, railroaders quickly came to respect these new motors for what lay under the hood. 
Designed to propel heavy passenger trains at sustained 100 mph jaunts, the GG1’s were quickly proven capable of much more.

A total of 139 locomotives were completed by 1943. Used in both passenger and freight service throughout their careers, GG1’s 
could be found on everything from the Broadway Limited to ore trains.

The legendary status of the GG1 grew stronger with age. Outliving the PRR itself, the G’s went on to serve Penn Central, Amtrak, 
Conrail and New Jersey Transit. They finally lost their grip on the catenary in 1985. Today 16 of the memorable motors have been 
preserved in museums, some far from the corridors they once owned.

VisionLine GG1 Locomotives on pages 6-17 include these features:

Vision sCale GG1

A  V I S I O N  M o d e l . . .
The GG1 is no stranger to the Lionel catalog. First cataloged in 1947, the instantly-recognizable face of a GG1 has 
captivated generations of fans. It continues to call to us today.

In homage to the Pennsylvania, who’s engineers and management alike appreciated the refinement of a locomotive to its 
zenith, Lionel is proud to raise the pantographs, and the bar against which all other models will be judged, yet again.

What makes our newest GG1 a VISION GG1? Let’s start from the top!

A brand-new “catenary arc” light effect is built into the collection bars atop the pantographs. You’ll see, and hear, the 
sparks as the train rides along “under the wires.” As anyone who has ever watched an electric train pass, especially at 
night, can attest, this arcing effect is a memorable part of the experience. And it’s now available on your models for the 
first time.

We’ve also refined the design of the pantographs themselves. The pantographs will raise and lower appropriately and 
automatically as you start the engine, change direction or shut down. You can also raise or lower the pantographs with 
the touch of a button on your LEGACY remote. The pantographs are now sprung to ride realistically on catenary, or just 
prevent accidental damage if you press down on them in the raised position.

Perhaps the only thing as memorable as the sight of a GG1 is the deep sound of those big single-chime air horns. 
That horn will come to life with stereo sound from speakers mounted at both ends of the locomotive adding dimension 
and depth unobtainable from a single speaker sound system. Additional sounds, like the coupler opening when the 
ElectroCoupler™ is fired, will be localized to the proper end of the locomotive.

Our new VISION GG1 will include both the welded car body used for the 138 production units and an all new riveted 
car body so that we can accurately deliver the original “Old Rivets” in all her glory. Lionel is working directly with the 
Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania to bring you the most prototypically accurate models of these remarkable locomotives.

 + LEGACY™ Control System equipped 
– able to run in LEGACY™ Control Mode, in 
TrainMaster Command Control mode, or in 
Conventional mode with a standard transformer

 + Odyssey® II Speed Control
 + LEGACY RailSounds® system featuring:
-Stereo and localized sounds with speakers at each 

end of the locomotive
-Cab number – specific CrewTalk dialog and 

TowerCom announcements, each with different 
scenarios depending on whether the locomotive is 
in motion or stopped.

-Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
-Realistic electric locomotive motor and background 

sounds synchronized with the locomotive’s speed

-LEGACY™ “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control 
with instant response for realistic “quilling” 
and correctly timed warning signals

-Sequence Control plays the sound effects of 
an entire trip, including warning sounds and 
announcements, based on the movement and 
speed of the locomotive

-Current speed dialog
 + Dual sprung pantographs 
-Operate automatically with train start-up, 

change in direction and shut down
-“De-icing” mode with both pantographs raised
-Can be manually triggered with remote
-Individual on-off switches on locomotive to lock 

out feature
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LIONEL WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE STAFF OF THE RAILROAD 
MUSEUM OF PENNSYLVANIA FOR PROVIDING ASSISTANCE IN 

THE RESEARCH, DESIGN AND DEBUT OF OUR NEW VISION GG1. 
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROTOTYPES, AND HOW YOU CAN 

HELP PRESERVE THEM, PLEASE VISIT WWW.RRMUSEUMPA.ORG!

-Sprung for better tracking under model 
catenary

-“Catenary arc” lighting effect
 + IR Sensor Equipped
 + Fan-driven smoke unit (steam generator)
 + Dual powerful maintenance-free motors
 + ElectroCouplers™ at each end
 + Directional lighting
 + Illuminated classification lights
 + Traction tires
 + Interior cab illumination
 + Die-cast metal body, pilots and trucks
 + High level of separately applied detail parts

 + Separately applied etched builders plates
 + High air intake screens where appropriate
 + Cab window “glass”
 + Engineer and fireman figures in cab
 + Length: 20”
 + Minimum Curve: O72

O Scale |  VisionLine
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Vision RiViTed GG1

A.

B.
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A. 6-83165  Pennsylvania #4899 - Rivited NEW!
B. 6-83166  Pennsylvania #4800 - Rivited NEW! 
C. 6-83167  Conrail Bicentennial #4800 - Rivited NEW! 

All road names $1399.99

C.

O Scale |  VisionLine
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Vision GG1

A.

B.
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 6-83544  Pennsylvania N5 Caboose NEW! $94.99

A. 6-82751  Pennsylvania #4913 NEW!
B. 6-82749  Pennsylvania #4935 NEW! 
C. 6-82752  Pennsylvania #4877 NEW!

All road names  $1399.99
Features:

 + 1:48 Scale
 + Accurately reproduced side frames, specific to the prototype
 + Constant voltage smoke unit with On/Off switch
 + Frame includes pads for Kadee® coupler mounting, 
for easy conversion to scale couplers

 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers 
 + Durable plastic body with metal frame and handrails 
 + Interior LED lighting with On/Off switch
 + Brakeman figure in cupola  
 + Era and road number specific details
 + Working marker lamps/flashing light per prototype
 + Length: 7 3/4”  
 + Minimum Curve: O31

P e n n s y l v a n i a  N 5 B  C a b o o s e

C.

D.

The Pennsylvania’s GG1 
remains a railroading icon, 
with 16 preserved around 
the country. Honor this 
locomotive’s rich history 
and preservation with this 
special commemorative 
caboose. The perfect 
punctuation to a long train 
of freight cars pulled by 
your VISION GG1 or favorite 
Pennsy loco!

O Scale |  VisionLine
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The bRoadway limiTed
Of the many trains pulled by the GG1, none were more famous nor special than the Broadway Limited. The Pennsylvania’s premier train between New York City and 
Chicago, its eastern-most miles were whisked away quickly behind one of the big G’s. At Harrisburg, the switch was made to steam, or later diesel power.

In 1948, the famous flagship was modernized with two all-new train cars. These cars would serve the Pennsy’s patrons into the Penn Central era. The train included 
an all-Pullman consist of different sleeping accommodations, a full twin-unit dining car and a square-ended observation car to bring up the markers. It was not 
uncommon for the train to exceed 14 cars in length during the busiest travel seasons on its nightly runs.

Give your passengers the best accommodations with Lionel’s all new 21” Broadway Limited Passenger Set. These cars include all the new features of our 21” 
passenger cars with new tooling to match the specific cars of the 1948 Broadway!

The perfect complement to the new VISION GG1, the train will look equally at home behind your favorite Pennsy steam or diesel power!

21” Passenger 4-Pack

 + 10-6 Sleeper “Catawissa Rapids"
 + 12-4 Sleeper “College Creek”
 + 4-4-2 Sleeper “Imperial Field”
 + Sleeper-Lounge-Observation “Tower View”

A. 6-83022 NEW!  $599.99

A.

B.

C. See page 92-93 for 21” StationSounds Diner Features!

See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars Features!

See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars Features!
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The Broadway Limited used a full car for the 
kitchen and a second car for the seating. 
StationSounds effects will be included in the 
kitchen car with a full interior in the diner. 
(Only 1 StationSounds Car included)

21” Passenger 2-Pack

 + 10-6 Sleeper “Conemaugh Rapids”
 + 10-6 Sleeper “Schuylkill Rapids”

B. 6-83007 NEW!  $299.99

21” StationSounds Diner 2-Pack

 + Kitchen Car #4601
 + Dining Car #4600

C. 6-83002 NEW!  $449.99

O Scale |  VisionLine

LOOK FOR ADD-ON CARS TO 
EXPAND YOUR BROADWAY 
LIMITED IN FUTURE CATALOGS!
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See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars Features!

See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars Features!

Penn CenTRal Vision GG1

A.

B.

C.

The eclectic mix of Penn Central’s passenger trains made for colorful and interesting consists! Capture the 
experience and complement the Penn Central Vision GG1 with these new passenger sets featuring cars from each 
of the Penn Central’s predecessors, including an all-new ex-New York Central end-door baggage car!
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See page 92-93 for 21” StationSounds Diner Features!

Penn Central GG1

A. 6-82754 NEW!  $1399.99 

21” Passenger 4-Pack

 + 18” Baggage #9156
 + Coach #3001 
 + 12-4 Sleeper “Connoquenessing Creek”
 + Observation #4425

B. 6-83027 NEW!  $599.99

21” Passenger 2-Pack

 + 4-4-2 Sleeper “Imperial Trees”
 + Coach #2915

C. 6-83010 NEW!  $299.99

D.

21” StationSounds Diner #4552

D. 6-83003 NEW!  $299.99

O Scale |  VisionLine
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amTRak ® Vision GG1

See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars Features!

See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars Features!

A.

B.

C.

Officially licensed product of Amtrak®. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

As the rainbow colors of Amtrak’s first years blended into red, white and blue, the 
Heritage Fleet took on a proper and respectable look. These 21” cars in Amtrak’s first 
livery are the perfect match for the Amtrak Vision GG1.
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AMTRAK GG1

A. 6-82755 NEW!  $1399.99

21” Passenger 2 Car Set

 + Combine #1500
 + 10-6 Sleeper #2685

C. 6-82595 NEW!  $299.99

21” StationSounds Diner #8075

D. 6-82889 NEW!  $299.99

See page 92-93 for 21” StationSounds Diner Features!

21” Passenger 4 Car Set

 + 18” Baggage #1206
 + Coach #4710
 + Vista Dome #9560
 + Observation #3342

B. 6-82590 NEW!  $599.99

D.

O Scale |  VisionLine
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LEGACY Diesel locomotives on pages 20-33 are equipped with these great features.

leGaCy diesels
Powerful and efficient, new innovations have made each successive locomotive release as exciting and inspiring as the earliest locomotives.

The F40PH leads the charge in the 2016 Signature Catalog as another all-new diesel locomotive in the Lionel roster. Building on the modular 
tooling approach started with the SD40, Lionel’s F40PH is designed to bring you accurate models with multiple body and lighting variations to 
capture the differences between orders and eras of these famous locomotives.

For modern muscle, the SD90MAC returns in some new paint schemes and new road numbers. These locomotives pushed the limits of 1990s 
diesel technology and many are still going strong.

For a more classic look, check out the Fairbanks Morse H16-44 – now available in some perennially popular road names as well as some 
completely new additions.

Passenger or freight, classic or contemporary, you’ll find the diesel power you need in the pages ahead!

 + LEGACY™ Control System equipped 
– able to run in LEGACY™ Control mode, in 
TrainMaster® Command Control mode, or in 
Conventional mode with a standard transformer

 + Odyssey® II Speed Control with On/Off switch  
 + LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
-CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements, 

each with different scenarios depending on whether the 
locomotive is in motion or stopped

-Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
-Eight diesel RPM levels
-LEGACY™ “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control with 

instant response for realistic signature “quilling” and 
correctly timed warning signals

-Single hit or continuous mechanical 
-bell sounds
-Sequence Control: plays the sound effects of an entire 

trip, including warning sounds and announcements, 
based on the movement and speed ofthe locomotive 

-Current speed and fuel dialog, refueling sound effects
 + IR Transmitter for SensorTrack™ 
 + Dual powerful maintenance-free motors 
with momentum flywheels  

 + ElectroCoupler™ on front and rear
 + Traction tires   
 + Refined Conventional Transformer Control 
Mode with lower starting speeds  

 + Fan-driven smoke unit  
 + Adjustable smoke output  
 + Directional lighting including LED headlights  
 + Marker lights on front and rear 
 + Illuminated number boards 
 + Lighted cab interior 
 + Die-cast metal trucks, pilot, and fuel tank
 + Metal frame
 + High levels of separately applied metal details
 + Engineer and conductor figures
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amTRak ® f40Ph 
From the daily commute to cross-continent travel, the F40PH became the face and power of North 
America’s passenger trains from the late 1970s to the early 1990s. Lionel is proud to bring you this 
reliable work horse with all of the operating features you love, new tooling and many roadname and 
even road-number specific details to capture the unique features of the prototypes.

Amtrak units feature roadnumber specific detailing including:

 + Phase I and II F40PH details including correct fuel tank 
arrangement and radiator fans 

 + Correct lighting features and arrangements
 + Horn, antenna, windshield screens and other detail arrangments
 + All matched to prototype photos for the individual locomotive.
 + Self-centering “Kinematic” pilots for increased realism on curves
 + Length: 14 3/4”
 + Minimum Curve: O54

Amtrak Phase II Livery Specific Features:
 + Rear mounted fuel tank
 + Dynamic brakes
 + As-delivered light arrangement including working strobe and marker lights

A. F40PH #200 (PHASE II) 6-82453 NEW!  $549.99

Phase III (pg. 22-23) Features:
 + Foward mounted fuel tank
 + Dynamic Brakes
 + “Q” Fans
 + Oscillating ditch lights, working strobe and marker lights.

A.

Officially licensed product of Amtrak®. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

ALL NEW TOOLING!

PROTOTYPE 
SPECIFIC DETAILS!
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O Scale |  LEGACY Diesel

LOOKS GREAT WITH THE 21" 
AMTRAK PASSENGER CARS 
FOUND ON PAGES 16-17!
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amTRak ® f40Ph 

C. F40PH #207 (PHASE II) 6-82454 NEW!  $549.99

A. F40PH #364 (PHASE III) 6-82455 NEW!  $549.99

Officially licensed product of Amtrak®. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
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A m t r a k  N P C U 
' C a b b a g e '  P h a s e  I I I 
Amtrak rebuilt many of its older F40PHs into Non-
Powered Control Unit (NPCU), nicknamed Cabbage units 
due to their cab controls and baggage compartments. 
These non-powered models feature all the lighting and 
sound effects you’ll need to duplicate the operations of 
these “Cabbages” on your railroad.

Cabbage Specific features include:
 + Rear mounted fuel tank
 + Non-working baggage door and 
correct employee door details

 + Non-dynamic brakes
 + Correct roof-top fan details
 + Accurate lighting package including oscillating ditch 
lights, strobe lights, headlight and marker lights

 + LEGACY RailSounds® including HEP generator 
sounds, Legacy quillable horn, bell and crew talk

 + Self-centering Pilots for increased realism on curves
 + O-54 Minimum Curve

 

B. F40PH #388 (PHASE III) 6-82456 NEW!  $549.99

E. F40PH CABBAGE #90219 (PHASE III) 6-82458 NEW!  $399.99

D. F40PH CABBAGE #90218 (PHASE III) 6-82457 NEW!  $399.99

O Scale |  LEGACY Diesel
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CsX business TRain

C. CSX 2 Pack (Kentucky, Mississippi) 6-83125 NEW!   $299.99

A. F40PH CSX #9998 6-82460 NEW!  $549.99
    F40PH CSX #9999 6-82461 NEW!   $549.99 (Not Shown)

D. CSX 4 Pack (Michigan, Tennessee, Youngstown, Tech Research Car) 6-83120 NEW!  $599.99

A.

PROTOTYPE SPECIFIC 
DETAILS!

ALL NEW TOOLING!
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B. CSX StationSounds Diner (“Ohio”) 6-83128 NEW!  $299.99

Now your executives can travel in style with these new F40PH locomotives and matching 21” passenger cars! 
Passenger sets include coaches and sleeping cars, including the sleeper converted into the “Tech Research 
Car.”

See pages 92-93 for 21” StationSounds Diner and 21” Passenger Cars features!

When Amtrak began retiring its fleet of F40PH diesels, many other railroads gave them a new home. CSX uses 
its F40PHs on special trips for executives, shippers and special events like the annual “Santa Claus Special.” 

O Scale |  LEGACY Diesel
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h16-44
Clad in a car body designed by Raymond Loewy, the 

H16-44 offered 1600 horsepower from its Fairbanks-
Morse opposed-piston engine. The model would 

become one of FM’s best sellers with 299 being built 
for nearly two dozen North American railroads.

The Lionel LEGACY H16-44 is back in all new road 
numbers, paint schemes and road names. 

Additional Features:
 + Length 15”

 + Minimum Curve: 031

A. 6-83397 Santa Fe #2801 NEW!     $549.99

O Scale |  LEGACY Diesel

A. 
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A. 6-83395 Akron, Canton & Youngstown #201 NEW!
B. 6-83401 Milwaukee Rd #402 NEW!
C. 6-83399 Baltimore & Ohio #6705 NEW!
D. 6-83403 Delaware, Lackawanna & Western #931 NEW!
E. 6-83405 Southern #6547 NEW!
F. 6-83398 Santa Fe #2807 NEW!

A. 

C. 

G. H. I. 

D. 

h16-44
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G. 6-83396 Akron, Canton & Youngstown #202 NEW!
H. 6-83400 Baltimore & Ohio #6708 NEW!
I.  6-83402 Milwaukee Rd #404 NEW!
J.  6-83404 Delaware, Lackawanna & Western #934 NEW!
K. 6-83406 Southern #6550 NEW!
 
All road names: $549.99

B. 

J. K. 

E. F. 

O Scale |  LEGACY Diesel
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When EMD introduced their new 6000 horsepower monster in 1996, several railroads took 
notice but only two placed orders. Issues with the new diesel engine resulted in most 

units being delivered as SD9043MACs with “only” 4300 horses under the hood.

In the past decade, many of the locomotives have moved on to new owners providing 
even more colorful options for these imposing locomotives. Norfolk Southern has 

acquired many of these units with plans to rebuild.
  

Additional Features:
 + Length 21 1/4”

 + Minimum Curve: 031

A. 6-82761 Union Pacific #8130 NEW!      $649.99

sd90maC
O Scale |  LEGACY Diesel

SCALE FUEL TANK
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A. B.

C.

E. F. G.

sd90maC
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A. 6-82757 Canadian Pacific #9116 NEW!
B. 6-82759 Norfolk Southern #7230 NEW!
C. 6-82763 Union Pacific #8025 NEW!
D. 6-82765 Indiana #9003 NEW!
E. 6-82762 Union Pacific #8133 NEW!
F.  6-82758 Canadian Pacific #9130 NEW!
G. 6-82760 Norfolk Southern #7245 NEW!
H. 6-82764 Union Pacific #8055 NEW!
I.  6-82766 Indiana #9006 NEW! 

All road names $649.99 

H. I.

D.

O Scale |  LEGACY Diesel

SCALE FUEL TANK
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leGaCy sTeam 
Displaying its power for all to see and hear, the steam locomotive ranks high among the most captivating machines ever made.

From the small to the enormous, the 2016 Signature Catalog promises to fill your roundhouse with some amazing power!

Two mighty Northerns grace the catalog this year, starting with the Reading T1. Lionel is working with the American Steam Railroad Foundation to ensure the accuracy of this completely retooled model – 
now available for the first time with LEGACY and Whistle Steam. 

Our second Northern, the always popular Southern Pacific GS-4, and the T1 have a train in common – look for all new passenger cars to complement these fine machines on pages 40-41!

The GS-4 was arguably the most beautiful locomotive Lima ever built. The Allegheny was undeniably the largest! This amazing beast is back this year with Whistle Steam and loads of fine detail.

Streamliners and behemoths may steal the spotlight, but the 0-8-0 workhorses can’t be overlooked. With some exciting new road names and electrical pick up in both the locomotive and tender, this year’s 
release of this popular switcher is the perfect power to build up your long trains and switch your industries.

 + LEGACY® Control System-equipped 
– able to run in LEGACY Control mode, in 
TrainMaster Command Control mode, or in 
Conventional mode with a standard transformer

 + Odyssey® II Speed Control 
with On/Off switch

 + LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
 + CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements, 
each with different scenarios depending on 
whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped

 + Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
 + DynaChuff™ synchronized with 32 levels of 
intensity as the locomotive gains speed

 + LEGACY “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control 
with instant response for realistic signature 
“quilling” and correctly timed warning signals

 + Single hit or continuous bell sounds
 + Sequence Control: plays the sound effects of an entire 
trip, including warning sounds and announcements, 
based on the movement and speed of the locomotive

 + Current speed and fuel dialog, coal-
loading sound effects

 + IR Transmitter works with LCS SensorTrack™ 
 + Powerful maintenance-free motor 
with momentum flywheel

 + Wireless Tether™ connection (except on 
0-8-0) between locomotive and tender

 + ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender

 + Directional lighting including operating 
headlight and back-up light on rear of tender

 + Illuminated classification lights 
on the front of locomotive

 + Traction tires
 + Interior illumination in cab
 + Die-cast metal locomotive 
body, pilot, and trucks

 + Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
 + High level of separately applied metal details
 + Separately applied builder’s plate
 + Synchronized fan-driven smoke unit
 + Adjustable smoke output
 + Authentically detailed cab interior
 + Cab “glass” windows
 + Engineer and fireman figures

LEGACY Steam locomotives on pages 34-53 are equipped with these great features.
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alleGheny 2-6-6-6 

A.

A locomotive that can only be summed up in superlatives – the Allegheny was by any measurement an 
impressive machine! In many ways, it was even bigger than the Big Boy. Built to handle the heavy coal trains 
and steep grades of the Chesapeake & Ohio and Virginian, the Allegheny produced an astonishing 110,200 
pounds of tractive effort. Though built for power, the locomotives were known to stretch their legs at up to 60 
mph and even pulled passenger trains on occasion.

This new release of Lionel’s Allegheny includes a meticulously detailed body, along with the latest LEGACY 
technology and Whistle Steam! Included in this offering are models of the two surviving Alleghenies – No. 1601 
at the Henry Ford Museum in Dearborn, MI and No. 1604 at the B&O Museum in Baltimore, MD.

Additional Features:
 + Whistle Steam
 + Length 32”
 + Minimum Curve: 072
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B.

C.

D.

A. 6-82767 Chesapeake & Ohio #1601 NEW!
B. 6-82768 Chesapeake & Ohio #1604 NEW!
C. 6-82769 Chesapeake & Ohio #1608 NEW!
D. 6-82770 Virginian #906 NEW!

All road names $2199.99

O Scale |  LEGACY Steam

WHISTLE STEAM
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A.

B.
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“The Most Beautiful Train in the World.” It’s a lofty title, but one often 
attributed to the Southern Pacific’s Daylight and the GS-4 Northerns. The 

locomotives’ fame seems only to have increased since the end of their 
regular service on the Southern Pacific’s premier passenger trains.

Lionel is proud to bring the GS-4 back with LEGACY and Whistle Steam!  The 
most famous of the class, No. 4449 appears in both the original “Southern 
Pacific Lines” and “Southern Pacific” liveries worn during her service and 

excursion years. An additional road number is available in each of these 
schemes as well.

Note that the whistle on all of these locomotives will be located per 4449’s 
years in excursion service – adjacent to the smoke stack.  Sounds will 

include both the steam whistle and air horn which can be selected using 
your LEGACY Cab 2 Remote.

Additional Features:
 + Whistle Steam

 + Length 28”
 + Miminum Curve: 054

Gs-4

C. D.

A. 6-83193 Southern Pacific Lines #4449 NEW!
B. 6-83194 Southern Pacific #4449 NEW!
C. 6-83195 Southern Pacific #4443 NEW!
D. 6-83196 Southern Pacific Lines #4444 NEW!

All road numbers $1699.99

O Scale |  LEGACY Steam

WHISTLE STEAM
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souTheRn PaCifiC 21” 
Give your GS-4s an equally colorful consist with 
new 21” passenger cars! Decorated in the fabulous 
early “Daylight” color scheme, these cars are sure 
to brighten up any layout room! The “SOUTHERN 
PACIFIC LINES” lettering was in use on this train 
from 1937 until 1946 – although some lasted in 
service a few more years before being repainted.

21” StationSounds Diner #290

A. 6-83110 NEW! $299.99

21” Passenger 2-Pack
 + Combine #3303
 + Coach #2492

B. 6-83107 NEW! $299.99
 
21” Passenger 4-Pack

 + Coach #2493
 + Coach #2429
 + Coach #2426
 + Observation #2955

C. 6-83102 NEW! $599.99
A.

B.

C.

PassenGeR CaRs

See pages 92-93 for StationSounds features!

See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars features!

See page 92-93 for 21” Passenger Cars features!
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O Scale |  LEGACY Steam
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When the ever-innovative anthracite hauler was told 
they couldn’t build a new locomotive during the War, the 
Reading did the next best thing. They “rebuilt” them. The 
T1 4-8-4s which came from this rebuild program bore 
little resemblance to the Consolidations from which they 
came. In fact only a few minor appliances were kept in the 
conversion, but at least as far as the War Production Board 
was concerned the locomotives were “rebuilt.”

The T1s quickly earned a reputation on the Reading and 
beyond. After the need for steam in freight service ended, 
four of the locomotives were retained for the Reading 
Rambles passenger excursions. These events kept the 
sights and sound of steam alive for the next generation. 
The locomotives would later go on to even more fame on 
the head end of trains like the American Freedom Train and 
Chessie Steam Specials. 

Today, the American Steam Railroad Foundation is 
embarking on a program to bring No. 2100 back to 
service yet again. Lionel has worked extensively with the 
organization to measure and document the T1 to deliver 
you the most accurate model possible. To help get 2100 
running again, visit www.fireup2100.org!

T1
Additional Features:

 + “Kinematic” drawbar for close coupling
 + Whistle Steam
 + Length: 22”
 + Minimum Curve: 054

A.

B.

D.

NEW TOOLING
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A. 6-83198 Reading #2100 NEW!  
B. 6-83199 Reading #2119 NEW!
C. 6-83203 Chessie Steam Special #2101 NEW!
D. 6-83200 Reading Rambles #2102 NEW!
E. 6-83201 Reading Rambles #2124 NEW!

All road names $1699.99

C.

E.

O Scale |  LEGACY Steam

WHISTLE STEAM
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A.

B.

ameRiCan fReedom TRain

A. 6-83202 American Freedom Train T1 #1 NEW! $1699.99 
B. 6-83197 American Freedom Train GS-4 #4449 NEW! $1699.99

21” Passenger Car

We’ve packed our Freedom Train cars with plenty of 
fun features.  The power car features a generator 
sound which can be turned on when your train is 
on display. Exhibit cars feature backlit shadowbox 
panels in the converted baggage car doors. The 
prototypes for these cars were rebuilt from New York 
Central baggage cars and our models reflect that 
with all-new tooling.

For the ultimate experience, the sound-equipped 
crew car features the rhythm of the rails as it 
rolls along and plays welcome messages for your 
patrons, patriotic music and sound clips to ensure 
this train is the main attraction on your layout even 
when stopped for display down by the station.

See pages 92-93 for 21’ Passenger Car and 
Stationsounds Diner features

In 1976, with America celebrating its Bicentennial, railroads 
from coast to coast got into the spirit with patriotic 
locomotives and cars. But no train was more special than 
the American Freedom Train. A rolling museum, each of the 
Freedom Train’s cars told part of the American experience 
through artifacts, images and sounds.

A train this special could only be powered by steam! And 
several locomotives had a chance to lead the consist as it 
traveled across the continent. After all, the train itself was 
part of the experience!

Now you can bring the excitement of the Freedom Train to 
your town! Lionel is proud to offer these exciting new models 
including two of the steam locomotives and some very unique 
passenger equipment.

E. AFT 4-Pack (Power Car 111 w/generator sounds and Exhibit Car 101, 102 & 103) 6-83111 NEW!  $674.99

C. AFT Station Sounds Crew Car (4-4-2 Sleeper 201) 6-83119 NEW!  $299.99

*See pages 42-43 for additional details

*See pages 38-39 for additionaldetails

NEW TOOLING
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D. AFT 2-Pack (Exhibit Car 104 & 105) 6-83116 NEW!  $299.99

O Scale |  LEGACY Steam

WHISTLE STEAM 
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A.

0-8-0
From mills to rail yards of all sizes, the 0-8-0 was a reliable, rugged and powerful yeoman. These 
locomotives could be found in daily service all across the country. While many toiled in the yards 
switching cars, they did occasionally venture out along the line on local freights and transfer runs.

Lionel brings our LEGACY 0-8-0 back in some new and familiar road names. We’ve added a tethered 
drawbar to the locomotive for flawless operation across the switches in your yard. So whether you’re 
tending to the customers down by the docks or making connections on transfer runs in Chicago or 
St. Louis, these 0-8-0s are sure to turn in a solid day’s work!

Additional Features:
 + Length: 18 1/4”
 + Minimum Curve: 031

A. 6-83209 Terminal Railroad Association #318  NEW! $899.99

TETHERED DRAWBAR FOR 
IMPROVED ELECTRICAL 
PICK-UP
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O Scale |  LEGACY Steam
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0-8-0
Additional Features:

 + Length: 18 1/4”
 + Minimum Curve: 031

A.

B. C.

TETHERED DRAWBAR FOR 
IMPROVED ELECTRICAL 
PICK-UP
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A. 6-83204 Baltimore & Ohio #1695 NEW!
B. 6-83205 Grand Trunk Western #8380 NEW!
C. 6-83206 Indiana Harbor Belt #312 NEW!
D. 6-83208 Wabash #1526 NEW!

All road names $899.99

D.

O Scale |  LEGACY Steam
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A. 6-83092 Steel City Switcher NEW!  $1299.99

A.

    sTeel CiTy swiTCheR
Feeding the furnaces, pulling the loads, and shuttling materials and product to keep the steel flowing, the 
switch crews never get a moment to rest around the steel mill. Paying tribute to Bethlehem Steel and some of the 
railroads which served its mills, the Steel City Switcher set brings this action to your railroad. 
 
Set includes:

 + Bethlehem Steel LEGACY 0-8-0
 + South Buffalo 52’-6” Gondola with scrap load
 + Philadelphia Bethlehem and New England PS-5 Flatcar with slag pot load
 + Patapsco and Back Rivers 52’-6” Gondola with I beam load
 + Bethlehem Steel Northeast Caboose

 
Locomotive Features:

 + See LEGACY Steam features on pages 34-35!
 
Freight Car Features:

 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 + Hidden uncoupling tabs
 + Separately applied metal details
 + Interior illumination in the caboose

 
Set Features:

 + Length 70”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

Add to the excitement with 
additional steel-themed 
cars and accessories on 
pages 134-135!
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O Scale |  LEGACY Steam
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lionmasTeR Class a

A.

B.

One of the Norfolk and Western’s famous super-steam trinity, the Class A was 
in a class of its own when it came to freight service. Equally capable of pulling 
heavy tonnage and moving freight swiftly at up to 70 mph on the mainline, the 
A’s were among the finest of Roanoke’s designs and construction.

All of the prototype’s power and performance 
is packaged in a locomotive just the right 
size for a layout with tighter curves in the 
new LionMaster Class A. Returning to the 
line for the first time with Whistle Steam, 
the LionMaster A has all the LEGACY 
features and fun of a large steam locomotive  
- but will run smoothly on O31 curves.  
Available in two N&W numbers including the 
famous 1218 and two fun “what-if” versions 
for the Santa Fe and B&O.

Additional Features:
 + Whistle Steam
 + Length: 27”
 + Minimum Curve: 031

WHISTLE STEAM
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A. 6-82206 Norfolk & Western #1218 NEW!
B. 6-82208 Norfolk & Western #1212 NEW!
C. 6-82245 Baltimore & Ohio #7620 NEW!
D. 6-82247 Santa Fe #1798 NEW!

All road names $999.99

C.

D.

O Guage |  LionMaster
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H o t  M e t a l  C a r s
The hot metal cars’ trips are usually kept to 
short distances within the complex, but there 
are many examples of these cars being shuttled 
between mills miles apart. When they are, 
they always receive the railroad’s top priority. 
You don’t need to model the entire mill to 
enjoy these cars on your layout. Add some old 
gondolas as spacers, couple up your favorite 
locomotive and caboose and get them rolling!

Features:
 + Hidden uncoupling tab
 + Flickering hot metal load
 + Authentic paint schemes
 + Manually rotating hot metal drum
 + Die-cast metal frame 
and hot metal drum

 + Length: 11 1/4”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

Designed to shuttle molten steel from 
the blast furnace to the casting house, 
hot metal cars are among the most 
interesting of the extreme trains found 
in the mills. After receiving a load, these 
hot bottles must be shuttled quickly. At 
the pour site, the large cylinders rotate 
to expel the hot and heavy load so that it 
can be poured into slabs or ingots. 

A. 6-83481 US Steel Hot Metal Car 2-Pack NEW! $199.99
B. 6-83484 Hot Metal Car 2-Pack NEW!  $199.99
C. 6-83487 Weathered Hot Metal Car 2-Pack NEW! $199.99

A.

B.

C.
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S l a g  C a r s
Slag is the byproduct of steel making, made up 
of many different impurities. After tapping the 
furnace for steel, the slag is collected and sent to 
a separate facility for processing. Far from waste, 
slag can be reclaimed and used as an aggregate. 

Trains of slag pots carry the still-molten materials 
to large pits where they can be dumped to harden 
and cool.

D. 6-83474 Weathered Slag Car 3-Pack NEW! $239.99
E. 6-83470 Slag Car 3-Pack NEW!  $239.99
D. 6-83466 US Steel Slag Car 3-Pack NEW! $239.99

Features:
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks 
and operating couplers

 + Hidden uncoupling tab
 + Flickering slag load
 + Authentic paint schemes
 + Manually rotating slag bucket
 + Die-cast metal frame and slag bucket
 + Separately applied detail parts
 + Length 7 1/4” each
 + Minimum Curve: 031

We’re bringing back our slag and hot metal cars in 
two familiar road names with all new road numbers. 
The cars feature die-cast construction, a flickering 
and glowing load and a ladle which can be manually 
turned. Steel mill cars perform demanding work 
and don’t stay clean for long! So we’ve also added 
a new unlettered scheme with only a number and 
weathered models typical of many mill cars.

D.

E.

F.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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F l a t c a r s  w i t h  W e d g e  P l o w
Keep the rails clear this winter with new plows! Patterned after home-built designs found on 
many railroads, the models are heavy and sturdy like the prototype. With a die-cast flatcar 
body, you’ll have trouble-free operation pushing the plow ahead of your locomotive.

Features:
 + Die-cast metal body
 + Operating wedge plow can be raised or lowered manually
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
 + Hidden uncoupling tabs
 + Ballast box
 + Length: 11 1/4”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

A.

SEE ADDITIONAL PLOW 
ON PAGE136-137!
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A. 6-83353 Rio Grande NEW! $94.99
B. 6-83355 Union Pacific NEW! $94.99
C. 6-83354 New York Central NEW! $94.99
D. 6-83520 North Pole Central NEW! $94.99

B.

C.

D.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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U S R A  D o u b l e  S h e a t h  B o x c a r s
Like most of the standard designs implemented by the USRA, the double sheath boxcar enjoyed a presence on the rails 
long after the World War I years. Found on railroads coast-to-coast, these durable cars hauled goods of all types.

Features:
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
 + Hidden uncoupling tabs
 + Simulated wood-sheathed exterior
 + Opening doors
 + Separately applied metal underframe details
 + Steam era Fishbelly-style underframe
 + Length: 11 1⁄2”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

A.
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A. 6-83350 Northwestern Pacific NEW! $84.99 
B. 6-83348 Boston & Maine NEW!  $84.99
C. 6-83349 Rock Island NEW!  $84.99
D. 6-83347 Atlantic Coast Line NEW!  $84.99
E. 6-83351 Wabash NEW!   $84.99

B.

C.

D.

E.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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FEATURES: 
 + 1:48 scale
 + Die-cast sprung trucks with 
rotating bearing caps        

 + Die-cast operating “Kinematic” couplers auto 
adjust for close coupling on straightaways 
and wider coupling on curves

 + Includes scale draft gear-mounting hardware 
for easy conversion to Kadee® scale couplers 

 + Highly detailed plastic frame 
and underbody details

 + Centered double-doors version on Soo, 
Santa Fe, Milwaukee, Frisco, and NYC 

 + Non-opening side doors
 + Unique road numbers on each car
 + Length: 21 1⁄2” (each)
 + Minimum Curve: O54

8 6 '  H i - C u b e  B o x c a r s
Designed mainly for hauling auto parts, Pullman Standard’s 86’ Hi-
Cube boxcars were first built in the 1960s and are still a colorful 
sight on the railroads today.
   
Like scale Autorack cars by Lionel, the 86’ Hi-Cube Boxcar is the 
perfect freight car to run behind any modern diesel locomotive. 
With a specially designed coupler that adjusts around curves, 
these long cars are suitable to run on curves as tight as O54! 

A.

B.

C. D.
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2-Pack
A. 6-81705 Milwaukee Road  $189.99
B. 6-81095 Conrail   $189.99
C. 6-81706 Frisco   $189.99
D. 6-81707 New York Central  $189.99
E. 6-81703 Santa Fe  $189.99
F.  6-81704 Grand Trunk  $189.99

E. F.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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8 6 '  8 - D o o r  H i - C u b e  B o x c a r s
Built originally in the 1960’s, 86’ Hi-cube boxcars are still a colorful 
sight on the railroads today. In addition to the centered 4-door version 
already released, Lionel now offers an all-new 8-door configuration 
featuring two split sets of doors on each side of the boxcar.  Equipped 
with specially designed couplers that adjust around curves, these long 
and realistic cars are suitable to run on curves as tight as O54. 

FEATURES:
 + 1:48 scale
 + Die-cast sprung trucks with rotating bearing caps
 + Die-cast operating “Kinematic” couplers auto adjust for 
coupling on straightaways and wider coupling on curves

 + Includes scale draft gear-mounting hardware for 
easy conversion to Kadee® scale couplers

 + Highly detailed plastic frame and underbody details
 + Separately applied details
 + Non-opening side doors
 + Unique road numbers on each car
 + Length: 21 1⁄2”
 + Minimum Curve: O54

A.

B. C.

E. F.
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A. 6-82420 Southern Pacific   $99.99
B. 6-82419 Union Pacific    $99.99
C. 6-82421 Baltimore & Ohio  $99.99
D. 6-82422 Pennsylvania   $99.99
E. 6-82423 Chicago & North Western  $99.99
F.  6-82424 Chessie System   $99.99
G. 6-82425 Penn Central   $99.99
H. 6-82426 Rock Island   $99.99

D.

G. H.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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8 9 '  A u t o  C a r r i e r
Modern fully enclosed autoracks protect their valuable 
loads on their first trip after the assembly line. The 
cars from many railroad companies are regularly mixed 
together for colorful consists.

Lionel’s models capture the detail and impressive size 
of these 89’ cars in full 1:48 scale while negotiating 
curves as tight as O54 and feature prototypical details 
like opening end doors, interior decks and perforated 
side panels.

Features: 
 + Accurate 1:48 scale design
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
 + Opening doors at both ends
 + Bi-level rack in interior
 + Die-cast operating “Kinematic” couplers auto 
adjust for close coupling on straightaways 
and wider coupling on curves

 + Unique road number on each car
 + Rotating bearing caps
 + Length: 24” each
 + Minimum Curve: O54

A.

B.

C. D. E.

F. G.
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A. 6-82501 Providence & Worcester $109.99
B. 6-82502 Chicago & North Western $109.99
C. 6-82503 Chessie System  $109.99
D. 6-82504 TFM   $109.99
E. 6-82505 BNSF   $109.99
F.  6-82506 Union Pacific  $109.99
G. 6-29373 Canadian National $109.99
H. 6-19391 Soo Line  $109.99
I.  6-19390 Canadian Pacific $109.99

H. I.

J.

K.

L.

M.
2-Pack:
J. 6-29349 Southern Pacific  $219.99 
K. 6-29377 Canadian Pacfic  $219.99 
L. 6-29346 Soo Line  $219.99
M. 6-29333 Santa Fe  $219.99

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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A. 6-82656 Conrail   $89.99
B. 6-82657 Western Maryland $89.99
C. 6-82658 Burlington Northern $89.99
D. 6-82659 Rock Island  $89.99
E. 6-82660 Norfolk and Western $89.99

6 0 '  B o x C a r s
Most commonly seen hauling heavier 
auto parts, these 60’ cars can be used 
in many roles. Use them in a general 
freight train, or with the Lionel 86’ 
boxcars and scale autoracks to serve an 
auto assembly plant.

FEATURES: 
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating 
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Rotating bearing caps
 + Separately applied metal underframe and body details
 + Opening doors
 + Length: 16”
 + Minimum Curve: O36

A.

B. C.

D. E.
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F. 6-29982 Central Vermont   $79.99
G. 6-29985 Boston & Maine  $79.99
H. 6-82508 New York Central $79.99
I.  6-82639 Milwaukee Road  $79.99

FEATURES:
 + Die-cast metal passenger-style sprung 
trucks with operating couplers

 + Die-cast metal underframe details
 + Die-cast metal sprung buffers 
 + Opening hinge-style doors
 + Removable roofs
 + Interior milk tanks and piping
 + Metal brake lever and brake chain
 + Separately applied realistic details
 + Length: 11 3/4”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

M i l k  C a r s
Built in the early 1900’s and active through the 1950’s, 
these unique freight cars were equipped with twin 
glass-lined tanks to keep milk cool and fresh.  They were 
typically coupled to passenger trains in order to get the 
fresh perishable cargo to its destination as quickly as 
possible. Lionel’s scale milk car features two plated milk 
tanks that are viewable underneath the removable roof or 
from the body sides when the hinged doors are opened.  
They also feature realistic die-cast metal passenger 
trucks and sprung buffers just like the prototype. 

F.

G. H. I.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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NEW

Features:
 + 1:48 scale
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks 
with operating couplers and 
hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Durable plastic body with 
die-cast metal frame

 + GLA-specific side frames on Berwind 
New Haven, and Pennsylvania cars

 + Accurate USRA-style details on 
Lehigh Valley and CB&Q

 + Accurate 1905-style details on 
Pittsburgh & West Virginia, Baltimore 
& Ohio, and Central of New Jersey

 + High level of separately 
applied detailed parts

 + Road and era-specific details 
including end sills, post, hand 
brakes, and hopper doors

 + Frames feature Kadee® coupler mounting 
pads for easy conversion to scale couplers

 + Removable coal load insert
 + Detailed hopper interior
 + Length: 8”(each car)
 + Minimum Curve: O31

T w i n  H o p p e r s
The Pennsylvania Railroad built more than 30,000 GLA hoppers between 1904 and 1911. Similar cars were 
rostered by several other roads as well with thousands of cars still in service as late as the 1960s. The 
Pennsylvania’s GLA design was also similar to other standard 50-ton, twin-bay designs produced in 1905 and the 
later USRA standard hopper used by many roads.

Lionel is tooling this model with multiple detail sets to replicate the major differences between the Pennsylvania 
GLA, “1905 Common Design” and USRA standard hoppers as appropriate for each road name.

A.

B.

C.

D.

GLA detail set

USRA detail set

USRA detail set

GLA detail set
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3-Packs:

A. 6-83535 PRR Circle Keystone NEW! $219.99
B. 6-83539 PRR Circle Keystone NEW! $219.99
C. 6-81688 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy  $219.99 
D. 6-81689 Chesapeake & Ohio   $219.99

2-Packs:

E. 6-81789 New Haven   $145.99
F. 6-81824 Pittsburgh & West Virginia  $145.99

NEW

E.

F.

GLA detail set

1905 detail set

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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Flatcars Feature: 
 + Die-cast metal trucks and 
operating couplers

 + Hidden uncoupling tabs
 + Real wood flatcar deck
 + Die-cast metal flatcar body
 + Separately applied metal details
 + Length: 14 ¾”
 + Minimum Curve: O36

P S - 4  w i t h   4 0 "  T r a i l e r
By the late 1950’s, 40-foot length trailers became the standard across the country for both the trucking 
companies and the railroads, replacing the shorter style of intermodal piggybacks that were used 
through the 1930’s and 1940’s. A single 40-foot trailer was a good fit on standard flatcars of 1950’s 
and 1960’s such as the 53’6” Pullman Standard PS-4 flatcar.     

The scale 40’ trailers by Lionel are offered as an intermodal load on our popular PS-4 flatcars. 
Additionally, matching tractor trucks are also available for select road names. 

40’ Trailers Feature:
 + All-new trailer design
 + Interchangeable open and closed end doors
 + Flexible mud flaps 
 + Realistic underside detail 
 + Attachable to Lionel tractor trucks 
 + Length: 10”

A.

B. C.
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Flat Cars with 40” Trailer

A. 6-82840 Santa Fe  $109.99
B. 6-82843 Western Maryland $109.99
C. 6-82844 Pennsylvania  $109.99
D. 6-82841 Erie Lackawanna $109.99
E. 6-82842 Great Northern    $109.99

40’ Trailer with Truck

F. 6-82845 Baltimore & Ohio   $89.99
G. 6-82846 Milwaukee Rd  $89.99
H. 6-82847 MKT   $89.99

Semi-Tractors Feature:
 + Die-cast metal construction
 + Separately applied details 
 + Length: 4”

D. E.

F.

G.

H.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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Features: 
 + Die-cast construction for reliable 
operation loaded or empty

 + Separately-applied metal details
 + Die-cast metal body
 + Removable stakes on deck
 + Real wood deck 
 + Simulated wood load made 
from durable resin

A. 6-82850 Milwaukee Rd  $89.99
B. 6-82851 Northern Pacific  $89.99
C. 6-82852 Meadow River Lumber $89.99
D.  6-82853 Pickering Lumber $89.99
E. 6-82854 Pennsylvania  $89.99 

4 0 '  F l a t  C a r  w i t h   L u m b e r  L o a d

A.

B. D.

C. E.
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B.

Features: 
 + Die-cast construction for reliable operation loaded or empty
 + “Ribbed back” wheels
 + Realistic molded log load included
 + Easy conversion to scale couplers

L o g g i n g  D i s c o n n e c t s
The epitome of efficiency in freight car design, logging disconnects 
minimized the weight of the cars by relying on the strength of the loads 
themselves. The simple trucks could be adjusted to logs of any length, 
loaded and unloaded quickly and offered the flexibility needed for the 
logging railroads’ tight curves and rough track.

A. 6-82850 Milwaukee Rd  $89.99
B. 6-82851 Northern Pacific  $89.99
C. 6-82852 Meadow River Lumber $89.99
D.  6-82853 Pickering Lumber $89.99
E. 6-82854 Pennsylvania  $89.99 

A.

A. 6-82848 Logging Disconnect with Load     $64.99
B. 6-82849 Logging Disconnect with Load 2-Pack    $124.99

B.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock

TIE DOWN
CHAINS 
INCLUDED

Easy conversion to scale couplers
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U n i b o d y  T a n k  C a r s 

A. 6-82855 ADM   $74.99
B. 6-82856 GATX   $74.99
C. 6-82857 AFPX   $74.99
D. 6-82859 Engelhard  $74.99
E. 6-82858 Shell NEW!  $84.99 

Features: 
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks 
and operating couplers with 
hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Rotating bearing caps
 + Plastic top platform, frame 
ends, and air cylinder

 + Metal handrails, ladders, and 
plastic warning placards

 + Length: 11”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

A classic and popular modern tank car 
in the Lionel line, the Unibody tank car 
returns in all-new deco schemes. A.
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Shell name and associated trademarks used under license from TSBA Group AG on behalf of Shell Oil Company.

B.

C.

D.

E.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock

NEW
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Features: 
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks 

    and operating couplers
 + Hidden uncoupling tabs
 + Opening drop ends
 + Separately applied metal details
 + All-new resin loads 
 + Resin scrap load in CB&Q
 + Resin crushed aluminum load in Frisco
 + Resin I-beam in NY and EL
 + Length: 14 ½”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

A. 6-82861 Erie Lackawanna  $89.99
B. 6-82862 Frisco    $89.99
C. 6-82863 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy $89.99
D. 6-82864 New York Central  $89.99
E. 6-82860 Penn Central   $89.99

P S - 5  G o n d o l a  w i t h  L o a d s

A.

B.

C.

D.

Expand the variety and realism of your train 
consist with realistic resin loads by Lionel.

E.

See more steel themed cars on pages 134-135
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G.

PACK INCLUDES: 
 + One PS-5 gondola
 + One PS-4 flatcar
 + 15” pipe load

Features: 
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating 
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Die-cast frame and body on flatcar
 + Wood deck on flatcar
 + Numerous separately applied details
 + Length: 29 ½”
 + Minimum Curve: O36

E. 6-82661 P&LE  Pair $174.99
F. 6-82664 B&LE  Pair $174.99
G. 6-82667 DT&I  Pair $174.99
H. 6-82670 Conrail  Pair $174.99

A. 6-82861 Erie Lackawanna  $89.99
B. 6-82862 Frisco    $89.99
C. 6-82863 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy $89.99
D. 6-82864 New York Central  $89.99
E. 6-82860 Penn Central   $89.99

P S - 5  G o n d o l a s  w i t h  5 0 "  F l a t c a r s 
Take full advantage of the drop ends on these PS-5 gondolas as you move oversized loads on your railroad! A PS-4 
flatcar acts as an idler to protect the 15” long pipe load that extends beyond the bed of the gondola!

E.

H.

F.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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N o r t h e a s t  s t y l e  C a b o o s e s
One of the more common caboose designs in the Northeast and Midwest, the “Northeastern Caboose” 
could be found on many lines from the 1930s to the 1980s. Dozens of examples survive today. They are a 
perfect complement to many of the locomotives found in this and earlier catalogs.

A. 6-83357 Reading NEW!    $89.99
B. 6-83358 Reading NEW!    $89.99
C. 6-83359 Reading Blue Mountain & Northern NEW! $89.99
D. 6-83360 Chesapeake & Ohio NEW!   $89.99
E. 6-83361 Norfolk & Western NEW!   $89.99
F. 6-83362 Western Maryland NEW!   $89.99

A.

Features: 
 + Die-cast trucks and operating couplers
 + Die-cast frame on caboose
 + Interior illumination
 + Metal end ladders and railings

ALL
NEW
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B.

C. E.

F.D.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock

ALL
NEW
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B. C.

n 5  /  n 5 b  c a b o o s e 
Lionel proudly offers the popular N5B Caboose. Unquestionably Pennsylvania, these 
cars outlasted the PRR to serve Penn Central, Conrail, and several short lines. N5B’s 
were also owned by the Long Island, New Haven, and others.

Features:
 + 1:48 Scale
 + Multiple Road/Road number specific details 
include:  

-Truck side frames
-End railings
-Steps
-Smoke stack position
 + Frame includes pads for Kadee® coupler 
box, for easy conversion to scale couplers

 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers 
 + Durable plastic body with metal frame and handrails 
 + Interior  lighting with On/Off switch
 + Brakeman figure in cupola  
 + Era and road number specific details
 + Working marker lamps/flashing light per prototype
 + Length: 7 ¾”  
 + Minimum Curve: O31

A.
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D.

E.

F.

H.

G.

I.

A. 6-82865 Pennsylvania N5B (without smoke)    $89.99
B. 6-82866 Pennsylvania N5B (without smoke)   $89.99
C. 6-82867 Pennsylvania N5B (without smoke)  $89.99
D. 6-82868 New Haven N5 (without smoke)    $89.99
E. 6-82629 Pennsylvania N5B   $94.99
F. 6-82630 Pennsylvania N5B   $94.99
G. 6-82631 Boston & Maine N5B    $94.99
H. 6-81808 Penn Central N5B     $94.99
I. 6-81810 Lionel Lines N5B    $94.99

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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L E G A C Y  C r a n e  C a r s

A.

B.

C.

D.

Features: 
 + LEGACY™ Control System-equipped 
operation including 360-degree cab rotation, 
up and down action of the boom, independent 
control of the main and auxiliary hooks, 
independent control of the front and rear work 
lights, and deployment of all six outriggers

 + CAB-2, CAB-1L, or CAB-1 remote control required
 + Four powerful, maintenance-free motors
 + Die-cast metal six-wheel sprung trucks
 + Front and rear ElectroCouplers™
 + Die-cast metal body, frame, and boom
 + Operating front and rear work lights
 + Opening cab doors
 + 6 outrigger supports included 
 + Length: 10 ¾”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

These operating cars bring the highest level of action to scale railroading. Pull the car into position and run M.o.W. 
operations anywhere on your layout. Offering fullest remote control operation from a CAB-2 Remote Controller, they 
are also operable from your CAB-1 or CAB-1L remote. 

Rotate the cab 360 degrees, lower and raise the boom and two hook lines, deploy the six outriggers and control front 
and rear lights – all from your remote controller! Matching LEGACY™ Boom Cars with sound are available for each 
road name.

A. 6-81881 Southern Pacific  $499.99
B. 6-81883 CSX     $499.99
C. 6-81882 DT&I   $499.99
D. 6-81885 M.o.W.  $499.99
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E. 6-81886 Southern Pacific  $239.99
F.  6-81888 CSX   $239.99
G. 6-81887 DT&I    $239.99
H. 6-81889 M.o.W.  $239.99

E.

F.

G.

H.

A. 6-81881 Southern Pacific  $499.99
B. 6-81883 CSX     $499.99
C. 6-81882 DT&I   $499.99
D. 6-81885 M.o.W.  $499.99

L E G A C Y  B o o m  C a r s

Features: 
 + LEGACY™ Command Control-equipped
 + LEGACY RailSounds® sound system including 
diesel engine revving, air horn, sound of coupler 
activation, and multi-part crew/foreman dialog

 + Synchronized boom, winch, and 
outrigger sound effects

 + Special start-up and shut-down sequences 
 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating 
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Die-cast metal flatcar
 + Wood flatcar deck
 + Metal underframe and body details
 + Length: 11 ¼”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

Add realistic crane and work crew sounds to the action by adding a matching boom car to your crane operations! 
Realistic sounds are synchronized to crane actions including rotating cab, engine effort, boom and hook adjustments, 
and outriggers engaging. You’ll hear the work crew too as the action unfolds, and you can even add your own 
signature crane air horn “quill” through your CAB-2 remote control.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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ADD REALISTIC 
SOUNDS TO 
YOUR TRAIN!

P S - 1  B o x c a r  w i t h  S o u n d 

Features: 
 + Realistic sound that replicates train 
sounds play when car is in motion

-Rail clatter
-Wheel flange squeal
-Coupler slack bumping
 + Each car includes a BABY FATBOY SPEAKER & 
sound enclosure for optimum sound performance

 + Operates on any conventional or 
command control layout

 + Volume control and on/off switch
 + Maximum / Minimum switch
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks with operating 
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Opening Youngstown or Superior 
doors per prototype

 + Length: 11 ¼”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

Add realistic freight car sounds throughout your 
train with these new PS-1 boxcars! Finished in 
multiple popular roadnames so you can add as 
much sound as you’d like without duplication, 
each car plays the clickety-clacks, bumps, 
squeals, thumps and grinds as the train rolls 
along.

We recommend positioning a few standard cars 
between your locomotive and each sound car in 
the train for an amazing stereo effect.

B. C.

A.
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A. 6-83527 Santa Fe NEW!   $129.99
B. 6-83531 Chicago and North Western NEW! $129.99
C. 6-83532 New York Central NEW!  $129.99
D. 6-83528 Bangor & Aroostook NEW!  $129.99

D.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock
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NEW
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E.

F. G.

P S - 1  B O X C A R  W I T H  S O U N D 
See page 84-85 for features!

ADD REALISTIC 
SOUNDS TO 
YOUR TRAIN!
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E. 6-83529 Baltimore & Ohio NEW!  $129.99
F. 6-83533 Pennsylvania NEW!  $129.99
G. 6-83534 Union Pacific NEW!  $129.99
H. 6-83530 Burlington Northern NEW! $129.99

H.

O Scale |  Rol l ing Strock

ALL
NEW
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V i s i o n  R e e f e r  3 - P a c k s
Back by popular demand, these exciting new 
Vision Reefer 3-Packs add a new dimension to 
your trains and expand your perishable train 
consists. With all new road numbers, these sets 
are the perfect complement to the most recent 
releases of our Pacific Fruit Express and Santa 
Fe reefer sets. Each set includes two non and one 
sound-equipped reefer. Our last runs sold out 
quickly – don’t delay!

 +
Features:

 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating 
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Manual volume control under ice hatch
 + Unique road numbers on each other
 + Separately applied underframe and body details
 + Opening doors
 + Opening ice hatches on roof with 
positional latches to hold hatches up

 + Manual volume control under ice hatch
 + Unique road numbers on each car
 + Die-cast metal stirrup steps
 + Etched metal brake platform and roof catwalk
 + Length: 11”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

ALL NEW
ROAD NUMBERS COMMAND 

CONTROL

MIN/MAX SWITCH
FOR MULTIPLE SOUND 
CAR OPERATION
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A.  6-83545 Pacific Fruit Express NEW! $299.99
B.  6-83549 Santa Fe NEW!   $299.99

A.

B.

O Scale |  VisionLine
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S e n s o r C a r s
Now you can unlock all the potentials of our SensorTrack 
even with older locomotives which do not have their 
own IR transmitter! Simply couple one of these cars 
behind your locomotive, program and enjoy!  Scale and 
traditional cars are both available in paint schemes that 
could be seen in both freight or passenger trains.

A. 

B. 

Traditional Boxcar Features:
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks 
 + Stamped metal frame, door guides, and brake wheel
 + Opening doors
 + IR Transmitter
 + Program/Run switch
 + LED indicator
 + Length: 10 ½”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

A.  6-83518 Pennsylvania  NEW! $99.99

ALL
NEW
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Scale Steel Reefer Features:
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating 
couplers with hidden uncoupling tabs

 + Separately applied underframe and body details
 + Opening doors
 + Opening ice hatches on roof with 
positional latches to hold hatches up

 + Die-cast metal stirrup steps
 + Etched metal brake platform and roof catwalk
 + IR Transmitter
 + Program/Run switch
 + LED indicator
 + Length: 11”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

B.  6-83519 REA  NEW! $129.99

USE WITH
6-81294 
LCS SENSORTRACK TM

O Scale |  Operat ing Cars
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Interior LED’s with Super Capacitor 
for flicker free operation.

Four Screws to easily access car interior

21” Passenger Cars
Features:

 + Die-cast operating “Kinematic” couplers auto adjust for close 
coupling on straightaways and wider coupling on curves

 + LED lighting with capacitors for flicker-free running
 + Separately applied details on undersides and bodies
 + Narrow or full width diaphragms per prototype 
 + All-New body tooling 
 + Durable plastic bodies
 + Detailed interiors
 + Flush-fitting windows
 + Scale Coupler mounting pads
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks
 + Set Length: 81”- 84”
 + Minimum Curve: O54

Full or partial skirts

Lighting On/Off switch

Also available:
21” Passenger Scale Figure Pack 

 + Includes 24 hand-painted 
figures to use in your 
passenger cars.

6-83653  $29.99
(Not Shown)
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Kinematic Coupler- Clear tighter turns.

Full or narrow width Diaphragms

21” StationSounds 
Dining Car
Same great 21” Passenger Car features with 
additional StationSounds features including:

Features:
 + Accessible with LEGACY™, 
TrainMaster Command Control system 
or a conventional transformer 

 + Custom recordings featuring multiple 
characters allow you to recreate an 
entire rail journey – from departure 
to arrival at your final destination 

 + Arrival/departure announcements, 
dining reservation calls, and 
other in – route dialog 

 + “Clickety-clack” of the cars as 
they roll down the rails

 + Minimum Curve: 054

Kadee® Coupler mounting
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A.

B.

C.

U n i o n  P a c i f i c  E x c u r s i o n  2 1 " 
Scaled from actual Union Pacific drawings, the all new Union Pacific Excursion Train is the 
perfect  consist for your favorite UP excursion steam or diesel locomotive! 

The 4-pack of cars includes a sound-equipped power car, coach, dome and dome-
observation.  Add the popular flag-draped baggage car and an additional coach with the 
2-pack. For the ultimate experience, we also have a StationSounds Diner.

See pages 92-93 for 21” Passenger Car features.

See pages 92-93 for 21” Passenger Car features.

See page 93 for StationSound Car features.

ALL
NEW
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UP Excursion Passenger 4-pack

 + Power Car 206 w/ generator sounds
 + Coach “Katy Flyer”
 + Dome “Challenger”
 + Dome-Observation “City of San Francisco”

A. 6-83042 NEW! $674.99

Looks great with the 
Union Pacific FEF-3 
steam locomotive!

UP Excursion Passenger 2-pack
 + Baggage #5769
 + Coach “Portland Rose”

B. 6-83019 NEW!   $299.99

UP Excursion Station Sounds Diner “Overland”

C. 6-83006 NEW!  $299.99

O Scale |  Passenger Cars
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T h e  L i o n C h i e f™

Universal Remote

TM



The LionChief™ Universal Remote Features:

97

FRONT VIEW

 + Control any existing or future O-Gauge LionChief Plus locomotive 
 + Control most O Gauge Ready-to-Run LionChief set locomotives
 + Control any existing S Gauge FlyerChief locomotive
 + Load and operate up to three locomotives per remote at any one time
 + Operate three additional locomotives on the same 
layout by adding a second universal remote
 + Choose between any one of the three engines 
with the simple 3-button control
 + LED Illumination on 1-2-3 buttons when pressed 
 + On/Off Switch to preserve battery power
 + Remote “Train Memory” preserves current speed and direction of 
engine when toggling operation between different locomotives
 + Even after power down and restarting remote retains 
memory of the specific engines loaded in system 
 + “Easy Clear” feature allows you to quickly remove and 
add new locomotives into remote memory as needed 
 + Forward and reverse speed control knob
 + Additional buttons for whistle sound, bell, special 
announcements, and ElectroCoupler™ activation
 + Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)

6-83071      $49.99

Running multiple Lionchief, Lionelchief Plus and Flyerchief locomotives has never been easier! Your need for 
multiple remotes is a thing of the past. It’s that simple.  

Choose to run one, two, or three locomotives at any time using a single 
Universal remote!  

Within seconds at startup, LionChief engines on the track are identified and loaded into the remote memory. 
Push one of the three buttons on the remote dashboard to run the engine of your choice!  Simple as 1-2-3.

Universal Remote
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Locomotives Feature:
 + User-selected operational modes: Conventional 
AC transformer control mode or LionChief™ 
wireless remote control with AC or DC power

 + On/Off switches for sound, smoke and control 
mode (no smoke switch on Rectifiers)

 + ElectroCouplers™ on front and 
rear (controlled by remote only)

 + Rear coupler on FT AA sets are fixed
 + RailSounds RC™ sound system with diesel 
revving and background sounds for the diesels, 
and electric engine roar for Rectifiers, horn, 
bell, and user-activated announcements

 + Adjustable volume (controlled by remote only)
 + Fan-driven smoke (except Rectifiers)
 + Smoke output from every stack
 + Dual maintenance-free motors
 + Single maintenance-free motor on NW2
 + Constant control for consistent speed at all 
ranges regardless of track condition or load

 + Operating headlights with directional lighting
 + Cab crew figures (except NW2)   
 + Lighted cab interior
 + Frosted windows on NW2
 + Die-cast metal trucks, pilot, and fuel tank
 + Metal frame 
 + Traction tires
 + Length: 
-Rectifier, GP20, NW2, RS-3, and GP7 14 3/4”
-FT AA Set 26” (13” each)
-FT B Unit 13”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

LionChief
tm PLUs

DieseL & eLeCtriC

TRACTION 
TIRES

DUAL 
MAINTENANCE-FREE 
MOTORS

FRONT 
ELECTROCOUPLERS™
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LIONCHIEF™ PLUS REMOTE FEATURES:
 + Forward and reverse speed control knob
 + Buttons for whistle sound, bell, special announcements 
and ElectroCoupler™ activation

 + Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)

REAR 
ELECTROCOUPLERS™

OPERATIONAL 
MODE SELECT

DUAL 
MAINTENANCE-FREE 
MOTORS

FAN-DRIVEN 
SMOKE

RAILSOUNDS RC™ 
SOUND SYSTEM
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LionChief™ PLUs gP38
One of EMD’s most popular second-generation road switchers, the GP38 has been a common sight on railroads across 
North America since the late 1960s. Used in switching, local and mainline freights, you’ll have no trouble keeping 
these locomotives busy on your layout!

B.

C.

See all LionChief™ Plus Diesel features on pages 98-99.

ALL
NEW
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A. 6-82825 Canadian Pacific NEW!  $339.99
B. 6-82826 CSX NEW!   $339.99
C. 6-82827 Southern Pacific NEW!  $339.99
D. 6-82828 Union Pacific NEW!  $339.99

A.

D.

LionChief Plus |  Diesel
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LionChief™ PLUs gP20 
EMD’s first turbocharged “Geep,” the GP20 opened the door to a new generation of diesel locomotives. 
Based on the GP20 and the similar GP18, these colorful locomotives are ready to take your layout to the next level of operation. 

A. 6-82171 BNSF   $339.99
B. 6-82172 New York Central $339.99
C. 6-82173 Norfolk Southern $339.99
D. 6-82174 Susquehanna    $339.99

A.

B.

C.

D.

See all LionChief™ Plus Diesel features on pages 98-99.
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B.

C.

D.

LionChief™ PLUs nW2 

A. 6-82163 Baltimore & Ohio    $299.99
B. 6-82164 Burlington Northern  $299.99
C. 6-82165 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy $299.99
D. 6-82166 Southern   $299.99

A.

See all LionChief™ Plus Diesel features on pages 98-99.

LionChief Plus |  Diesel

The best-selling switch engine of all time, EMD’s NW2 worked everywhere from the loading 
dock to the freight yards. Some even pulled the occasional passenger train! 
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LionChief™ PLUs ft aa
Just like the diesel that forever changed the railroads, the LionChief Plus FT is ready to revolutionize power 
on your layout! Each set features a powered and non-powered locomotive. Both units feature smoke, an 
ElectroCoupler™, and directional lighting! 

See all LionChief™ Plus Diesel features on page 98-99.

A.

B.

D

C. D.
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A. 6-82290 Santa Fe  $499.99
B. 6-82293 Atlantic Coast Line $499.99
C. 6-82296 Erie   $499.99
D. 6-82299 Rio Grande  $499.99

E. 6-82302 Santa Fe  $279.99
F. 6-82303 Atlantic Coast Line $279.99
G. 6-82304 Erie   $279.99
H. 6-82305 Rio Grande  $279.99 

LionChief™ PLUs 
ft b-Unit

Need more power? Add additional B units to build 
your lash up to any desired length! Locomotives are 
programmed to run on the same channel as their AA 
set partners. No consisting required!

B-UNIT Features:: 
 + Powerful maintenance-free motors
 + Conventional or LionChief Remote control
 + Works with Matching FT AA set remote
 + Magnetic couplers
 + Fan-driven Smoke
 + Speed control

E.

F.

G.

H.

LionChief Plus |  Diesel
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LionChief™ PLUs rs-3 

A. 6-38778 Chicago & North Western  $329.99
B. 6-38779 New York Central  $329.99
C. 6-38816 Pennsylvania    $329.99
D. 6-38819 Rio Grande   $329.99

A.

B.

D.

C.

See all LionChief™ Plus Diesel features on pages 98-99.

Typically seen hauling freight trains in yards and on regional lines, as 
well as in local passenger service. In the early 1950s, it was a common 
sight on almost every railroad across the United States.
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A. 6-82175 Virginian   $339.99
B. 6-82176 Norfolk & Western $339.99
C. 6-82177 New Haven  $339.99
D. 6-82178 Conrail  $339.99
E. 6-82179 Pennsylvania  $339.99

LionChief™ PLUs reCtifier 
Originally delivered to the Virginian, the E33 electrics traveled to other lines and wore many paint schemes during their careers. 

A.

B.

D.

C.

E.

See all LionChief™ Plus Diesel features on pages 98-99.

LionChief Plus |  Diesel
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LOCOMOTIVES Feature:
 + Conventional AC transformer control mode or LionChief™ 
wireless remote control with AC or DC power

 + ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender (controlled by remote only)
 + Operating headlight
 + Synchronized fan driven smoke
 + On/Off switches for sound and smoke.
 + RailSounds RC™ sound system with steam 
chuffing and background sounds, whistle, bell, 
and user-activated announcements

 + Adjustable volume (controlled by remote only)
 + Speed control for consistent speed at all ranges 
regardless of track condition or load

 + Flickering firebox
 + Chuffing sounds in sync with puffing smoke
 + Powerful maintenance-free motor
 + Die-cast metal locomotive body, frame, and trucks
 + Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
 + Metal frame on tender
 + Engineer and fireman figures
 + Traction tires
 + Length: 
-A5 0-4-0 17”
-Camelback 17 1/2”  
-Mikado, Pacific and Hudson 19”
 + Minimum Curve: O31

RAILSOUNDS RCTM

SPEAKER

OPERATIONAL MODE 
SELECTION

FLICKERING
FIREBOX

REAR
ELECTROCOUPLER™
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LIONCHIEF™ PLUS REMOTE FEATURES:
 + Forward and reverse speed control knob
 + Buttons for whistle sound, bell, special announcements 
and ElectroCoupler™ activation

 + Requires three AAA alkaline batteries (not included)

CONSTANT SPEED
CONTROL

OPERATIONAL MODE 
SELECTION

FAN DRIVEN 
SMOKE

MAINTENANCE 
FREE MOTOR

RAILSOUNDS RCTM

SOUND SYSTEM
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The Pennsylvania’s A5 class of 0-4-0s worked hard around the ports and heavy industrial areas they served. 
Compact and powerful, the 0-4-0 was a popular design for railroads and heavy industries nation-wide. Our 
scale-proportioned A5 0-4-0 is back for the first time with LionChief Plus control. To help serve your customers 
with ease, this LionChief Plus steam locomotive is equipped with both front and rear ElectroCouplers!

See all LionChief™ Plus Steam features on pages 108-109.

LionChief™ PLUs a5 0-4-0

A.

B. C.

TETHERED DRAWBAR
FOR BETTER PICK UP

ALL
NEW

 
A. 6-82973 Pennsylvania NEW! $449.99
B. 6-82974 Southern Pacific NEW! $449.99
C. 6-82975 Baltimore & Ohio NEW! $449.99
D. 6-82976 Bethlehem Steel NEW! $449.99
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D.

FRONT & REAR
ELECTROCOUPLERSTM

LionChief Plus |  Steam
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NEW

NEW NEW

LionChief™ PLUs PaCifiC 

A.

B.

C. D.

E. F.

FOUR NEW
ROAD NAMES

Popular for their medium build and substantial pulling power, the 4-6-2 Pacific style steam 
locomotives were the workhorses of most railroads. Until the arrival of the diesel, the 4-6-2 
Pacific was the predominant passenger locomotive in the U.S. and Canada.

See all LionChief™ Plus Steam features on pages 108-109. 
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A. 6-82968 Lionel Lines NEW!   $429.99
B. 6-82969 Western Maryland NEW!   $429.99
C. 6-82970 Reading and Northern NEW!  $429.99
D. 6-82971 Chicago and NorthWestern NEW!  $429.99
E. 6-81309 Southern Pacific     $429.99
F. 6-81308 Canadian Pacific     $429.99
G. 6-81311 Alaska       $429.99

G.

LionChief Plus |  Steam
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LionChief™ PLUs mikaDo 
First used on the Nippon Railway in Japan in 1897, the 2-8-2 class steam locomotive was 
nicknamed “Mikado”, meaning “emperor” in Japanese. Gaining popularity in the United 
States before WWI, numerous 2-8-2 locos thundered across American high iron. 

A.

B. C.

See all LionChief™ Plus Steam features on pages 108-109.
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A. 6-82960 New York Central $429.99
B. 6-82961 Union Pacific   $429.99
C. 6-82962 Southern   $429.99
D. 6-82963 Rio Grande   $429.99
E. 6-81295 Santa Fe   $429.99

D. E.

LionChief Plus |  Steam
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LionChief™ PLUs hUDson 
Made famous by the New York Central and a true Lionel Classic, the celebrated 4-6-4 Hudson type 
is a favorite among rail fans. 

See all LionChief™ Plus Steam features on pages 108-109.

A.

B.

C. D.

E. F.
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A. 6-82964 Milwaukee Road  $429.99
B. 6-82965 Santa Fe  $429.99
C. 6-82966 Lackawanna    $429.99
D. 6-82967 Burlington     $429.99
E. 6-81304 Canadian National $429.99
F.  6-81302 Chesapeake & Ohio $429.99
G. 6-81303 Union Pacific  $429.99

LionChief Plus |  Steam

G.
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LionChief™ PLUs CameLbaCk
These hard coal burners were hard core workers! Designed around a large firebox 
for burning anthracite coal, the Camelbacks’ cabs straddled the boiler creating a 
distinctive look and a new set of challenges for the engineer and fireman. 

A.

B. C.

See all LionChief™ Plus Steam features on pages 108-109.
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A. 6-82414 Jersey Central    $439.99
B. 6-82415 Lackawanna   $439.99
C. 6-82416 Lehigh Valley    $439.99
D. 6-82417 Philadelphia and Reading  $439.99
E. 6-82418 Erie     $439.99

LionChief Plus |  Steam

D. E.
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A. 6-81444 Pennsylvania  $199.99
B. 6-81446 Santa Fe  $199.99
C. 6-81447 Norfolk Southern  $199.99
D. 6-81448 Amtrak   $199.99

t i e - j e c t o r s 
Add even more action and excitement to your layout with the newest release of 
Lionel tie-jectors. For the first time ever, this classic motorized unit comes equipped 
with tie-ejecting Command Control. Run your unit and eject the ties any time you 
want through the use of your CAB remote controller. You can even activate the tie 
ejection through your AC transformer on a conventional layout. 

Features:
 + Vehicle motion and tie-ejection operable in 
both Command Control and Conventional mode

 + Unload ties by remote control through your 
CAB-1, CAB-1L, or CAB-2 controller 

 + Unload ties on a Conventional layout by 
using the bell button on transformer

 + 20 wooden ties included
 + Forward/Reverse operation
 + Directional headlight
 + Figure included
 + Powerful motor
 + Length: 7 1/8”
 + Minimum Curve: O27 A.

B.

C.

D.

Officially licensed product of Amtrak®. Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

COMMAND
CONTROL
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T i e  w o r k  c a r s 
Carrying a full load of extra rail ties, these rugged work cabooses are made to match your 
command control tie-jector, or place them on the tail end of any work-themed train consist.

Features:
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks 
and operating couplers

 + Interior illumination
 + Window inserts
 + Durable plastic deck fencing
 + Metal smokestack
 + Load of twelve wood ties
 + Optional tether connection to 
link to Command Control tie-
jector for improved electrical 
contact on all track layouts

 + Length: 11”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

E.

F.

G.

H.

TETHERED CONNECTOR 
IMPROVES TIE-JECTOR 
OPERATION

Tradit ional |  Command Control

E. 6-82091 Pennsylvania  $74.99
F. 6-82093 Santa Fe  $74.99
G. 6-82094 Norfolk Southern $74.99
H. 6-82095 Amtrak  $74.99
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A. 6-81442 Pennsylvania  $279.99
B. 6-81443 Rio Grande  $279.99 
C. 6-81441 North Pole Central $279.99

Features:
 + Command Control equipped – able to run in Command 
Control Mode or in Conventional Transformer Control Mode

 + Vehicle motion, ElectroCoupler™, and spinning plow blades 
are operable from any CAB remote in Command Control mode

 + Snowplow has its own motor with On/Off Control
 + ElectroCoupler™ on rear
 + Directional lighting
 + Spinning plow blades
 + Die-cast metal frame
 + Traction tire
 + Length: 7 ¾”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

r o t a r y  s n o w p l o w s 
Originally modified from the 30-ton Vulcan switcher, the Rotary snowplow has been part of the Lionel conventional line since the late 1950’s.   Now 
operable in either Command Control or Transformer mode, these sophisticated snowplows come equipped with an ElectroCoupler and spinning 
blades that are controllable through any Lionel Command Control CAB.

A.

UPGRADED TO
MAINTENANCE
FREE CAN 
MOTOR

B.

COMMAND
CONTROL
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D. 6-37063 Pennsylvania Command Controlled Speeder  $149.99

D.

p e n n s y l v a n i a  s p e e d e r 
Classic Speeders are back in the Lionel line, this time equipped with Comand Control.

Features:
 + Command Control equipped – able to run in Command Control 
Mode or in Conventional Transformer Control Mode

 + Powerful maintenance-free motor
 + Forward and reverse operation
 + Directional headlight and rear light
 + Traction tire
 + Die-cast metal frame
 + Blinking strobe light on roof
 + Realistic interior cab details
 + Driver Figure
 + Interior lighting
 + Minimum Curve: 027
 + Length: 3 ¾”

C.

COMMAND
CONTROL

Tradit ional |  Command Control
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p o s t w a r  i n s p i r e d :  S p a c e  a n d  m i l i t a r y
Mercury Space Cars
The big day has arrived and a space launching is about to take place! At the moment the “cherry picker” car is moving into position to board the 
astronaut. At the end of the countdown, the missile is launched from the Mercury Capsule Car and it’s “go” all the way. When the rocket reaches 
its full height,  the capsule separates and parachutes gracefully back to earth.

#6512 Mercury Capsule Astronaut Car
Prepare to board the astronaut into the capsule on the 
launcher car by raising the boom up high

Features:
 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 + Adjustable boom on deck
 + “Cherry picker” at end of boom contains swiveling astronaut
 + Length: 11”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

A. 6-82101  $79.99

#6844 Missile Carrying Car
Postwar Inspired and Ready for Duty

Features:
 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 + Includes six removable missiles
 + Missiles stand on deck
 + Length: 11”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

B. 6-81493   $64.99

A.

B.
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#943 Exploding Ammunition Dump 
Features:

 + Durable plastic construction
 + Structure flies apart when struck by a projectile
 + Dimensions: 4” L x 5 1/2” W x 2 1/2” H

D. 6-82543  $49.99Features:
 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 + Includes four balloons with Lionel “L” bullseye
 + Motorized blower lofts balloon into air
 + On/Off blower switch 
 + Length: 11”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

C. 6-81693   $89.99

Missile Firing Range
Fire missiles at an Aerial target launcher, 
ammo dump, or other targets!

Features:
 + Durable plastic construction
 + Manually activate four missiles to fire in succession
 + Upgraded spring mechanism to project 
missiles further than ever before

 + Missile structure hidden behind camouflage “brush”
 + Two support holes in base to secure 
accessory to layout (optional)

 + Dimensions: 7 1/2” L x 2 1/2” W x 3 1/2” H

E. 6-82544   $64.99

Aerial Target Launcher
Watch out for twirling turbo missiles and projectile missiles! 
Commanders often use the floating balloon on the 
Aerial Target Launcher for target practice. 
Can you knock the target balloon out of the sky? 

C.

D.

E.

Tradit ional |  Postwar Inspired
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COAL DUMP CARS
 + Dumps coal at the touch of a button
 + Uncoupling Track section (sold separately) required
 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 + Includes coal load and unloading bin
 + Length: 9 1/2”   
 + Minimum Curve: O27

B. 6-82067    Lionel Lines $64.99
C. 6-82069    Conrail $64.99

POULTRY DISPATCH SWEEP CAR
 + Sound On/Off switch
 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 + Chicken drover sweeps the deck (Remote Uncoupling Track required)
 + Realistic chicken sounds runs off of track power
 + Metal frame
 + Opening doors 
 + Length: 10 1/2”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

A. 6-83251 NEW! $119.99

A.

B. C.

T r a d i t i o n a l  R o l l i n g  S t o c k

NEW

SOUND 
EQUIPPED!
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M.o.W. WELDING CAR
 + Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
 + LED light simulates the glow of the welder’s 
torch when car is in motion

 + Length: 10 ¾”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

D. 6-82265  M.o.W.  Welders’ Car         $79.99

WEYERHAUSER LOG DUMP CAR
 + Dumps logs at the touch of a button
 + Uncoupling Track section (sold separately) required
 + Die-cat metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
 + Includes wood logs and unloading bin
 + Length: 10 7/8”
 + Minimum Curve: O27

E. 6-82054 Weyerhauser         $64.99

E.

D.

Tradit ional |  Rol l ing Stock
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A s s o r t e d  C a b o o s e s

A.

B.

C.

Features: 
 + Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
 + Length: 8 ½”
 + Minimum Curve: O27
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A. 6-83179 Conrail Caboose NEW!  $74.99
B. 6-83180 Pennsylvania Railroad  NEW! $74.99
C. 6-83181 Santa Fe NEW!   $74.99
D. 6-83182 Atlantic Coast Line NEW!  $74.99
E. 6-83183 Erie NEW!   $74.99
F. 6-83184 Union Pacific NEW!  $74.99
G. 6-83186 New York Central NEW!  $74.99D.

E.
F.

G.

Tradit ional |  Rol l ing Stock

ALL
NEW
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b a b y  m a d i s o n  P A S S E N G E R  c a r s 

D.

E. F.

A.

B.

Features:
 + Die-cast metal six-wheel trucks
 + Authentically detailed interior 
(Excluding the baggage car)

 + Interior illumination
 + Length: 13” each car
 + Minimum Curve: O31
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A. 6-81649 Southern Pacific Madison 3-Pack   $269.99
B. 6-81773 Southern Pacific Madison Coach/Diner 2-Pack $179.99
C. 6-81774 Southern Pacific Madison Coach/Baggage 2-Pack $179.99
D. 6-81739 Santa Fe Madison 3-Pack    $269.99
E. 6-81778 Santa Fe Madison Coach/Diner 2-Pack  $179.99
F. 6-81779 Santa Fe Madison Coach/Baggage 2-Pack  $179.99
G. 6-81644 Chessie System 3-Pack    $269.99
H. 6-81768 Chessie System Coach/Diner 2-Pack  $179.99
I. 6-81769 Chessie System Coach/Baggage 2-Pack  $179.99

G.

H. I.

C.

O Scale |  Passenger Cars
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b a b y  m a d i s o n  P A S S E N G E R  c a r s 
Baby madison cars on pages 130 

B.

E.

D.

F.

A.
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A. 6-81744 Canadian Pacific 3-Pack   $269.99
B. 6-81783 Canadian Pacific Coach/Diner 2-Pack $179.99
C. 6-81784 Canadian Pacific Coach/Baggage 2-Pack $179.99
D. 6-81754 New York Central Car 3-Pack  $269.99
E. 6-81759 New York Central Coach/Diner 2-Pack $179.99
F. 6-81760 New York Central Coach/Baggage 2-Pack $179.99
G. 6-81749 Pullman 3-Pack    $269.99
H. 6-81763 Pullman Coach/Diner 2-Pack  $179.99
I. 6-81764 Pullman Coach/Baggage 2-Pack  $179.99

C.

G.

H. I.

O Scale |  Passenger Cars
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W o r l d  o f  S t e e l
The steel industry has always had close ties with the railroad, using the rails as a common means to transport raw material 
to the mills and to move the heaviest, hottest, and most dangerous of loads within the mills themselves. When completed, 
the finished steel and other products were again loaded onto the rails and shipped out to the nation’s steel dependent 
centers and industries. 
Add the excitement of Steel Mill-themed action and sounds to your layout with our new locomotives, freight cars and 
accessories. Our new Slag and Hot Metal cars are the perfect addition to any operator who would like to spotlight this 
exciting industry on their layout. These cars flicker as if the molten material were still dangerously hot, and they rotate just 
like the real cars used at the steel mills. 
Don’t forget to add plenty of gondolas filled with scrap metal and any other load you desire. Material is always on the move 
and in need to meet the mill’s demanding work load and schedule. Pile up I-Beams and place Iron Worker figures wherever 
they’re needed on your layout, and add the Steel Mill office to complete the scene. This structure provides realistic sounds of 
iron workers, machinery, and steel mill activities, and adds a new dimension of excitement to your layout operations!

A. 6-83462 Bethlehem Steel Slag Car 3-Pack NEW!  $239.99
 + See page 55 for features!

A.

B.

C.

D.

NEW

Pairs great with 
Steel City Switcher 
on pages 50-51!

B. 6-83478 Bethlehem Steel Hot Metal Car 2-Pack NEW! $199.99
 + See page 54 for features!

C. 6-83170 Steel Mill Structure with Sounds NEW! $129.99

Add realistic sound to your steel mill industry layout! This sturdy structure is illuminated 
inside and out. It also plays realistic sounds of steel mill equipment, steel activities, and 
includes announcements from mill workers busy on the the job!
Features:

 + Interior and exterior illumination
 + Simulated window glass
 + Includes a variety of sounds of workers, equipment and steel mill activities 
 + Dimensions: 3”L x 2 ½”W x 2 ½”H

NEW
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E.

NEW

D. 6-82860 Penn Central PS-5 Gon with Scrap Load $89.99
 + See page 76 for features!

E. 6-83168 Iron Workers Figure Pack NEW! $29.99
 + Hand-painted iron worker figures made of durable resin
 + Pack of five figures

Steel I - Beams 12-Pack

6-83223 Steel I - Beams 12-Pack NEW!      $14.99
 (not shown)

A perfect trackside addition to place near your steel mill 
industries activities. Or load these durable I-beams into a 
freight car or awaiting truck.

Features:
 + Includes twelve realistic beams
 + Length:  Approx. 8” 

NEW
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S A F E T Y  F I R S T !
Railroad tracks and railroad equipment are in constant need of repair, and it’s the job of the Maintenance of 
Way crew to ensure the railway remains safe at all times for both Men and Machine. Tracks must be checked for 
damage and repaired, fallen trees and debris must be cleared from the right-of-ways, and specialized equipment 
is often necessary to get the job done safely and quickly. 
Lionel cars and accessories give you the tools to recreate a variety of M.o.W. operations. Lift and load from 
trackside to train with a new M.o.W. Trackside Command Control Crane Car, and hear the action too by adding 
the Crane Sounds Work House to the scene. 
On the tracks, activate the Tie-Jector with a Tie Caboose in tow to drop rail ties wherever they’re needed on your 
layout. The Track Gang will take it from there with their jack hammers, welding torches, shovels and pry bars. 
And in wintertime you can keep those rails cleared of heavy snow with your own ballast-weighted Wedge Plow car.
The work is over only when the boss says its quitting time. Add an M.o.W. Work structure to the scene to recreate 
the banter of the crew and foreman, as well as the realistic sounds of M.o.W. equipment and activities. These 
accessories and cars will make the World of Maintenance of Way an important and essential extension of your 
ongoing train operations. 

A. 6-83356 M.o.W Flatcar with Wedge Plow X-356 NEW! $94.99
 + See pages 56-57 for features!

B. 6-82092 M.o.W  Tie Work Car $74.99
 + See page 121 for features!

C. 6-83171 M.o.W Workers Figure Pack NEW! $29.99
 + Hand-painted M.o.W. worker figures made of durable resin
 + Pack of five figures

B.

A.

C.

NEW
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E.

F.

G.

D.

D. 6-83172 M.o.W Work Structure with Sounds NEW! $129.99
 + See page 146 for features!

E. 6-82033 M.o.W Command Control Trackside Crane NEW! $599.99
 + See pages 152-153 for features!

F. 6-82018 Track Gang          $99.99
 + Six separate animations
 + Eight hand-painted figures
 + Flickering LED simulates at welders torch

G. 6-81445 M.o.W Command Tie-Jector $199.99
 + See page 120 for features!

NEW

NEW



.
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For railside excitement
all along the line!

With the new Plug-n-Play system by Lionel, 
operating accessories on your layout has 
never been easier! Usable on any AC or DC 
powered layout but designed especially 
for FasTrack® users, the Plug-n-Play system 
simplifies what’s needed to connect your 
operating accessories.  It also minimizes 
the need to mess with bare wires on any 
FasTrack® layout.  This accessory system is 
oftentimes as simple as the name—Plug the 
accessory into your powered track and you’re 
ready to Play!

Easy set up

Simple standard  
cable system

Improved and  
simple operation

1 2 3

Position your Plug-n-Play 
accessory on your layout

Plug accessory into 
Plug-n-Play lock on

Plug in your power 
supply or Power up 
your transformer

Plug-n-Play Accessory 
Control Box (included with 

select accessories)

3-pin Male Connector  
from Accessory

Connect the Control Boxes  

together!

Plug-n-Play Lock-on

CONNECTING YOUR PLUG-N-PLAY 
ACCESSORY TO PLUG-N-PLAY 
FASTRACK® 

Refer to your lock-on or accessory's manual for complete set-up instructions.
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.
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FasTrack® Plug-n-Play Accessory 
Activator Track Pack
Use your train as a switch to activate your Plug-
n-Play accessory. When your train passes by, it 
completes the circuit and routes power to your 
accessory until the train has passed.

Features:
 + Includes one 10” Insulated track section, 
and two 5” isolated track sections

 + Plug-n-Play Power Lock-on made 
specifically for accessories fitted 
with a Plug-n-Play power cable

A. 6-81317  $23.99 

FasTrack® Plug-n-Play Power  
Lock-on
Your standard lock-on to connect your Plug-n-Play 
accessory to any FasTrack® layout.  

Features:
 + 10” straight FasTrack® with attached Lock-on

B. 6-81313  $22.99 

FasTrack® Plug-n-Play Power Block 
Lock-on
Same as the standard Plug-n-Play lock-on with 
THREE ports instead of one, plug in up to 3 Plug-
n-Play cables. Choose track power or fixed power 
(from a barrel jack connector).

Features:
 + 10” straight FasTrack® with attached Lock-on
 + Rocker switch to select power source
 + Use separate sale 4A 18UDC power supply
 + LED for power indication

C. 6-81314  $39.99

LionChief™ 72-Watt Wall-Pack Power 
Supply (4 Amp)
Connect the LionChief™ 72-Watt Wall Pack Power 
Supply (or the 36-Watt version found in LionChief™ 
RTR sets) directly to the the LionChief™ Terminal 
FasTrack® to power any LionChief™ FasTrack® 
Layout. Now you are ready to run any LionChief™ 
or LionChief™ Plus locomotive, with enough power 
to expand.

D. 6-81603   $54.99

C.

A.

B.

8” Female Pigtail Plug-n-Play 
Power Cable
Hook up a Plug-n-Play accessory to a  
non-Plug-n-Play layout 
  
E. 6-82038   $9.99 

6’ Plug-n-Play Power Cable 
Extension (3-pin)
Extend the length of the standard  
Plug-n-Play 3-pin power cable 
 
F. 6-82043   $15.99

6’ Plug-n-Play Control Cable 
Extension (6-pin)
Extend the length of the standard Plug-n-
Play 6-pin control cable  

G. 6-82045  $19.99 
G.

E.

F.

(Not Shown)
6-82039 3’ Male Pigtail Power Cable $10.99
6-82046 36” Power Tap Cable $15.99
6-82203 Remote Control Box $24.99

D.
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A n  A f t e r n o o n  i n  t h e  p a r k
Each Accessory on pages 140-145

 + Connects easily to FasTrack® with a Plug-n-Play Lock-on (sold separately)
 + Connects to a traditional O/ O27 track lock-on or to an accessory power supply (lock-on and power supply sold separately)
 + AC and DC compatible

Playground Playtime 
On a warm summer day in Lionelville Park, children spin around and 
around on the merry-go-round playset until they’re dizzy, and swing so 
high their toes almost touch the clouds! Christopher doesn’t have a 
seesaw partner but his dog is more than eager to jump on for the ride!

Features:
 + Seven simultaneous animations; four swings, 
two see-saws and one merry-go-round

 + Twelve hand-painted figures
 + Trash can conceals On/Off switch
 + Mounting tabs to secure accessory to layout (optional) 
 + Dimensions: 6”L x 8”W x 3”H

A. 6-82104 $99.99

Pony Ride
Three excited children sit atop ponies and hold on 
tightly as the small horses make their way around the 
circle. The attendant stands by watching the action.

Features:
 + Four ponies move around the circle
 + Four detailed figures
 + On/Off Switch under attendant
 + Mounting tabs to secure accessory 
to layout (optional)

 + Dimensions: 6” diameter x 2” H

B. 6-82106  $74.99

A.

B.
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C.

D.

E.

Tire Swing
Remember whiling away the hours on a warm summer day, 
kicking your feet up into the clouds on your favorite tire 
swing? You’re awaiting your next big adventure—or mom 
to call you in to dinner, whichever comes first!

Features:
 + Figure swings back and forth
 + Realistic foliage
 + On/Off switch on the underside
 + Mounting tabs to secure accessory to layout (optional)
 + Dimensions: 6” diameter x 8 1/2” H

D. 6-82105 $99.99

Tug-of-War
At the Lionelville town picnic, everyone enjoys a little 
friendly competition. The tug-of-war game is in full 
swing. Which side will win?

Features:
 + Three animated figures on each side 
pull the rope back and forth

 + On/Off switch is disguised on 
the top of the accessory

 + Mounting tabs to secure accessory 
to layout (optional) 

 + Dimensions: 6” diameter x 3” H

C. 6-82107 $64.99

Playground Swing 
 + Two children swing back and forth
 + Five hand-painted figures
 + Dog conceals On/Off switch 
 + Mounting tabs to secure accessory to layout (optional)
 + Dimensions: 4 1/2”L x 4 1/2”W x 3”H

E. 6-82103 $74.99

Accessories |  Plug-n-Play
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W e l c o m e  t o  l i o n e l v i l l e

A.

B.

C.

Affordable housing helps any town grow. These Plug-
n-Play houses include interior lighting and modular 
construction for maximum flexibility on any layout.

Houses Feature: 
 + Interior illumination
 + Dimensions: 8”L x 8”W x 5 3/4”H

A. 6-82008  Bungalow House  $79.99 
B. 6-82009  Suburban House  $79.99
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Lionel Art Operating Billboard
This billboard features two classic catalogs from 
Lionel’s Postwar past, switching between the two 
images when accessory is on!

Features: 
 + Billboard automatically changes 
from one scene to the other 

 + On/Off switch
 + Dimensions: 8”L x 2 1/4”W x 5”H

C. 6-82017  $69.99

Joe’s Bait & Tackle Shop
 + Interior illumination
 + Decorated interior
 + Dimensions: 9 1/4”L x 6”W x 3 1/2”H 

D. 6-82010  $64.99

Keystone Café Features: 
 + Interior illumination
 + Decorated interior
 + Unique signage
 + Dimensions: 9 1/4”L x 6”W x 6”H

E. 6-82011  $79.99

D.

E.

Support your local Lionelville businesses! 
These two stores feature our popular 
Plug-N-Play technology so they’re easy 
to hook up and easy to operate. They’ll 
make great additions to your current 
Lionelville downtown or a great way to 
start developing your mainstreet.

Accessories |  Plug-n-Play
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Scrap Yards 
These tired diesel locomotives have reached the end of the line. These 
busy workers are scrapping the locomotive. Watch the workers lift 
away the seat, remove the number board, and cut through the side.

Features: 
 + Four animations
 + Seven hand-painted figures
 + Flickering LED simulates a welder’s torch
 + Dimensions: 8 1/4”L x 7 1/2”W 3 1/4”H

A. 6-82495 Rio Grande $129.99
B. 6-82263 Pennsylvania $129.99

Shell Operating Oil Derrick
Capture the action of a real life oil derrick with 
this multi-action accessory, now upgraded to the 
Plug-n-Play system! 

Features:
 + Bubbling, illuminated tube  
simulates flowing oil

 + Manually operate the winding 
drum to raise and lower hook

 + Operating pump “nods” up and down 
 + Working block and tackle
 + Die-cast metal generator
 + Stamped metal base
 + Includes five metal oil barrels
 + Connects easily to FasTrack® with a  
Plug-n-Play Lock-on (sold separately)

 + Connects to a traditional O/ O27 track 
lock-on or to an accessory power 
supply (lock-on, connector cable and 
power supply sold separately)

 + AC and DC compatible
 + Upgraded nodding donkey mechanism provides 
continuous quiet, reliable operation

C. 6-83240 NEW! $119.99
 

A.

B.

A l l  i n  a  D a y s  W o r k

Shell name and associated trademarks used under license from TSBA 
Group AG on behalf of Shell Oil Company.

C.

NEW
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Lumberjacks
Working by hand, these lumberjacks 
push and pull the saw back and 
forth through the log. This compact 
operating accessory can fit on just 
about any layout.

Features: 
 + Two animated lumberjack figures 
operate a two-man saw 

 + Log conceals On/Off switch 
 + Mounting tabs to secure 
accessory to layout (optional)

 + Dimensions: 4 1/2” diameter x 3” H

G. 6-82102   $64.99

Classic Automatic Gateman  
Gateman emerges from his shed to warn motorists 
of passing trains.

Features: 
 + Includes separate switch box 
to activate accessory 

 + Let your moving train activate the accessory 
by adding a Track Activator Pack to 
your track layout (sold separately)

E. 6-81063  $94.99

Loggers Cabin with Sounds
As a makeshift headquarters for the logging team at 
work near the rails, this structure is always busy with 
the sounds and excitement of all the logging action. 
Equipped with a sound speaker, this loggers cabin 
captures the dramatic sounds of heavy equipment and 
loggers in action and they cut and load the fallen timber 
in preparation for the train.

Features: 
 + Includes sounds of workers and equipment 
related to the logging operations

 + Opening door
 + Interior illumination
 + Dimensions: 8 1/2”L x 5 1/2”W x 4 1/2”H 

F. 6-82873    $139.99

Early Intermodal Work House 
with Sounds
Add realistic sounds to your intermodal 
layout! This sturdy little work building 
includes realistic sounds of intermodal 
equipment and workers busy on the job!

Features: 
 + Illumination in interior and exterior
 + Simulated window glass
 + Includes sounds of workers and 
equipment related to intermodal 
loading/unloading operations

 + Dimensions: 3”L x 2 1/2”W x 2 1/2”H  

D. 6-82874  $129.99

D.

E.

G.

F.

Accessories |  Plug-n-Play
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Loading Station 
Place a load on the platform deck, and at the push of a button your load 
is pushed into an awaiting freight car! This conventional Plug-n-Play 
accessory gives you an easy way to expand real-life action and trackside 
excitement on your layout. 

Features:
 + Moving loader structure pushes loads off the deck and 
into awaiting cars (freight car sold separately) 

 + Includes separate control box for activating loading activities
 + Connects easily to FasTrack® with a Plug-
n-Play Lock-on (sold separately)

 + Connects to a traditional O/ O27 track lock-on or to an accessory 
power supply (lock-on and power supply sold separately)

 + Can be upgraded to command control with 
the purchase of a SC-2 Switch Controller 
or an ASC2 (both sold separately)

A. 6-82034 NEW!  $349.99

L o a d i n g  S t r u c t u r e s

Each Accessory on pages 146-147
 + Connects easily to FasTrack® with a Plug-n-Play Lock-on (sold separately)
 + Connects to a traditional O/ O27 track lock-on or to an accessory 
power supply (lock-on and power supply sold separately)

 + AC and DC compatible
MOW Work Structure with Sounds
Add realistic MOW work sounds to your 
maintenance of way themed layout! This 
sturdy structure is illuminated inside and out. 
It also plays realistic sounds of maintenance 
equipment and activities, and includes worker 
dialogue and announcements!

 
Features:

 + Interior and exterior illumination
 + Simulated window glass
 + Includes a variety of sounds of 
workers, equipment and activities 

 + Dimensions: 3”L x 2 1/2”W x 2 1/2”H

B. 6-83172 NEW!  $129.99

A.

C.

B.

NEW

NEW
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Coaling Station
Push the button to activate this coaling station! 
Drop a bin of “coal” into an awaiting car parked 
beneath the structure. 
 
Features:

 + Drops “coal” down into awaiting car
 + On/Off activation button included
 + Durable plastic construction
 + Dimensions: Approx. 9 1/2”L x 5 1/2”W x 9”H

C. 6-81315 $159.99

#352 Icing Station
Keeping perishable freight cool was a tough 
job before the days of mechanical refrigeration. 
Watch as the figure pushes the ice cubes from 
the chute down to the awaiting Ice car (sold 
separately). Position the Ice car at the platform, 
and load it up.

Features:
 + Ice is loaded into the house manually, 
then sent down the chute

 + Can be upgraded to command control with 
the purchase of a SC-2 Switch Controller 
or an ASC2 (both sold separately)

 + Includes On/Off/momentary switch
 + Metal base
 + 10 ice cubes
 + Ice car sold separately 
 + Dimensions: 11”L x 4”W x 8”H

E. 6-82028  $149.99

#497 Coaling Station 
 + Raise and lower coal receiving bin
 + Open hopper chutes to drop 
coal into awaiting cars

 + Upgraded servo control for smoother, 
quieter operation of hopper chute.

 + Includes separate control box 
for feature activations

 + Stamped metal frame
 + Requires an operating uncoupling 
track (sold separately)

 + Compatible with all track systems
 + Dimensions: 9 1/2”L x 6”W x 10”H

D. 6-82026 $299.99

C.

E.

D.

Accessories |  Plug-n-Play
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B.

Oil Pump
Based on the “nodding donkey” style pump 
working oil fields across the country, this new 
Plug-n-Play accessory features the smooth 
bobbing action of the real thing. Add two 
or three oil pumps to model this common 
industrial scene.

Features:
 + Pump moves up and down
 + Dimensions: 2 3/4”L x 4 3/4”W x 4”H

A. 6-82016 $59.99

Wind Turbine
Over 15” in height, this accurately designed 
turbine features spinning blades that rotate at 
a realistic constant speed.

Features:
 + Realistic rotation of turbine blades
 + Constant rotating speed
 + Height: 15 1/2”

B. 6-82015  $79.99

P L U G - N - P L A Y  T R A C K S I D E

A.
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F.

C.

E.

#192 Control Tower
 + Figures move inside tower
 + Anemometer rotates on roof
 + Includes new On/Off/momentary switch
 + Interior illumination
 + Powerful maintenance-free motor
 + Dimensions: 5”L x 5”W x 11”H

E. 6-82014 $99.99

Burning Switch Tower
 + Figure descends on the stairs
 + Figure emerges from the building
 + Operating smoke unit with On/Off switch
 + Flickering interior illumination
 + Includes separate switch box to control figure movement
 + Activate accessory by train passing, connect accessory 
to Plug-n-Play Activator Track (sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 6 1/2”L x 5”W x 7 3/4”H

F. 6-82020  $129.99

Floodlight Towers
 + 8-light LED illumination on the single and 
16-light LED illumination on the double

 + Independent tilting head
 + Screw-mount holes on base to secure 
accessory to layout (optional)

C. 6-82012 Single  $74.99 
D. 6-82013 Double $89.99

D.

Accessories |  Plug-n-Play
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Features:
 + Remote control function from CAB-1, CAB-1L and CAB-2 includes:
-Operation of spinning blade 
-Operation of strobe lights
-Sawmill sounds control
-Requires an operating uncoupling track (sold separately)
-Powerful maintenance-free motor 
-Includes wooden logs and boards 
-Compatible with all Lionel log dump cars (sold separately) 
-Dimensions: 16”L x 6”W x 6”H

A. 6-82023 Command Control Sawmill  $349.99

S a w m i l l  w i t h  S o u n d s 

A.

COMMAND
CONTROL
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S m o k e  F l u i d  L o a d e r s
Add smoke fluid to your steam or diesel locomotives with your Command Control system! Rotate the throttle on your CAB control unit to 
move the boom into position over your locomotive smoke stack. Once in position, dispense the proper amount of fluid in easy-to-control 
fluid drops at the press of a Cab remote button. Move the boom back in place by remote control and your locomotive is ready to roll!

Features:
 + Remote control function from CAB-1, CAB-1L, and CAB-2 includes:
-Back and forth operation of boom arm
-Fine-control release of smoke fluid 
-Fully programmable with individual ID number from 1-99
-Large smoke fluid reservoir housed inside fuel tank
 + Command operation only

 
B. 6-83634 Keystone NEW!  $349.99
C. 6-83635 North American NEW! $349.99 B.

C.

Accessories |  Plug-n-Play
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NEW
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A.

Offered for the first time as a gantry unit, this Scale sized trackside crane 
provides the highest level of loading and unloading action to your layout. 
Equipped with Command Control you can lower and raise the boom and hook 
lines, rotate the cab 360 degrees, and activate lighting all from your CAB remote 
controller. Add the separate-sale Crane Sounds Work House to add realistic crane 
sounds to your loading and unloading operations! 

Features:
 + LEGACY Control System-equipped 
operation including 

-360-degree Bi-directional cab rotation
-Up and down action of boom arm
-Independent control of the main and auxiliary 

hooks
-Independent control of crane lights
 + CAB-2, CAB-1L, or CAB-1 remote control required
 + Powerful maintenance-free motors
 + Die-Cast Cab & boom
 + Stamped metal cab floor 
 + Plastic superstructure
 + Independent on/off control of electromagnet
 + Add sounds synchronized to the actions 
of crane with the Crane Sounds Work 
House (6-82035, sold separately)

 + Base dimensions: 7¼” x 7¼” 

A. 6-82055 Bethlehem Steel NEW!  $599.99
B. 6-82033 M.O.W. NEW!   $599.99

T r a c k s i d e  C r a n e s

NEW

COMMAND
CONTROL
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B.

Accessories |  Command Control

NEW
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Crane Sounds Work House
Features:

 + Command Control Equipped 
 + Provides crane sounds in sync with the actions 
of your Command Control Gantry Crane  
(6-82097 and 6-82022, sold separately)

 + Control function from CAB-1, CAB-
1L, and CAB-2 remote to adjust and 
sound volume work house lighting

 + Illuminated interior
 + Exterior lamplight
 + Connects easily to FasTrack® with a 
Plug-n-Play Lock-on (sold separately)

 + Connects to a traditional O/O27 track 
lock-on or to an accessory power supply 
(lock-on and power supply sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 3”L x 2 1/2”W x 2 1/2”H 
    
C. 6-82035  $149.99

The popular “Triple-Action Magnet Crane” has been upgraded to give you control over more crane actions 
than ever before! Just like the postwar original, Lionel’s newest gantry crane provides remote control of cab 
rotation, turning the magnet on and off, raising and lowering the hook, and manual control of the boom. 
Additionally for the first time ever you now can also move the entire gantry crane back and forth on your 
track layout!  Equipped with Command Control, all these special features are user-controlled through any 
CAB-1, CAB-1L, or CAB-2 remote controller. Remote Control functions from 

CAB-1, CAB-1L and CAB-2 
Includes:

 + Forward and backward trackside 
movement of entire crane unit

 + Crane cab rotation in either direction
 + Raising and lowering the magnet
 + Electromagnet activation
 + Command only-- no conventional 
control for this accessory

 + Special track section for unit 
motion available from other 
manufacturers (not included)

A. 6-82097 Bucyrus-Erie $399.99
B. 6-82022 Lionel Steel  $399.99

G a n t r y  C r a n e

A.

B.

C.

COMMAND
CONTROL
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Culvert Loader and Unloader
New version of two Lionel classics! An optical beam senses when a culvert gondola is 
present, automatically triggering the hazard lights on top of the conveyor, followed three 
seconds later by the light in the control tower! Pair these up together for continuous 
loading and unloading operation.
Remote control function from CAB-1, CAB 1L and CAB 2 includes:

 + Operating crane with magnet
 + Operating warning lights
 + Powerful maintenance-free motor
 + Automatic IR triggered operation:
-Culvert loading action on loader
-Culvert unloading action on unloader
-Interior lighting
-Includes seven metal culverts
-Compatible with Lionel Culvert Car (sold separately)
 + Dimensions:
-Loader: 13” L x 9” W x 8” H
-Unloader: 13” L x 11” W x 8” H

D. 6-82029 Culvert Loader  $299.99
E. 6-82030 Culvert Unloader $299.99

c u l v e r t  l o a d e r  &  u n l o a d e r

D.

E.

Accessories |  Command Control
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COMMAND
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C.

B.

PFE Operating Terminal 
A stamped metal conveyor carries boxes into a 
waiting freight car – or so it seems!

Features:
 + Stamped metal and plastic construction
 + Motorized conveyor belt appears 
to load crates onto cars 

 + Lighted building interior
 + Dimensions: 14”L x 4 1/2”W x 5”H

C. 6-37975  $149.99

Lionel Cylindrical Oil Tank
This Lionel oil tank is highly detailed with operating light fixtures, 
walkway platforms, piping steps, and ladders. The oil tank plots 
can also be connected in any combination to build a larger single 
industrial unit on your layout.

Features: 
 + Illuminated exterior
 + Separately applied railings and pipes
 + Realistic square base plot and surrounding walkways
 + Detailed ladders
 + Dimensions w/ base: 10”L x 10”W x 7”H 

B. 6-37966  $99.99

S T R U C T U R E S

Luxury Diner
 + Illuminated interior
 + Interior details including figures,  
tables and counters

 + Dimensions: 6 3/4” L x 10 1/2” W x 3” H

A. 6-82036 $79.99

A.
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E.

D.

Hooker Tank Car Accident 
 + Flickering LEDs simulate welder’s torches
 + Railroad worker figures
 + Includes 1:48 scale 8,000-gallon tank
 + Die-cast sprung trucks on tank car
 + Dimensions: 10”L x 6”W x 3 1/2”H

E. 6-37977  $129.99

Lighted Coaling Tower 
 + Exterior illumination
 + Coal chute, pulley, and chain details
 + Red warning light on top of tower
 + Separately applied walkways and railings
 + Separately applied ladder chutes and steps
 + Dimensions: 5 ½” x 5 ½” x 19 ½”

D. 6-83490 NEW! $179.99

Accessories |  Tradit ional

NEW
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Single Bridge footprint
(including piers): L: 39”, W: 5 1/2”

Footprint for 2 bridges: L: 73 1/2”,W: 5 1/2” 

Prototype photographs shown

Features:
 + Modular snap-together pier design allows adjustable 
height to match FasTrack® or tubular track trestles

 + Compatible with FasTrack®, each bridge can be adapted 
to work with all other track systems using a Transition 
Track (6-12040 sold separately) at each end 

 + Interior height of the bridge has adequate 
space to clear scale rolling stock

 + Easily configured to connect multiple bridges
 + Mounting tabs on bottom risers to 
secure piers to your layout

 + Realistic lattice and rivet detail
 + Bridge footprint (including piers): L: 39”, W: 5 1/2”
 + Footprint for 2 bridges: L: 73 1/2”, W: 5 1/2” 

A. 6-82110  $299.99

F a s t r a c K
®

 E x t e n d e d  T r u s s  B r i d g e
The all new Fastrack® Extended Truss Bridge is a perfect addition to every layout! Each bridge superstructure 
features detailed lattice work inside, exquisite molded-in exterior rivet details and simulated wood decking. Each 
bridge spans a full 30” in length and can be lifted off the piers to function as a “lift out” for a walk-through aisle 
in your layout. Each bridge comes with a pair of modular bridge piers. 
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Configuration for maximum height
6.9” tall

1

3

4

5

2

Configuration for Tubular Track Elevated Trestle  
4.5” tall

1

3

5

2

1

4

5

2

Configuration for FasTrack® Elevated Trestle  
5.4” tall

5

4

3

1

2

Piling Configuration
shown for maximum height

Base pier
  1.6” tall

FasTrack® pier
  2.4” tall

Tubular track pier
  1.5” tall

Top half track pier
  1.6” tall

Top half bridge pier
  1.6” tall

22

3

4

5

1

1

Accessories |  Tradit ionalAccessories |  Tradit ional
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Truss Bridge with Flashers & Piers
 + Black version of truss bridge with flashing 
top-mounted beacon and rock piers

 + Compatible with O27, O, and FasTrack® track systems
 + Metal base
 + Flashing red warning beacon on top of bridge
 + Rock piers included
 + Comes fully assembled
 + Dimensions: 26 1/8” x 7 1/2” x 12 1/2”

 
D. 6-12772 $69.99

Pedestrian Walkover
 + Conveniently spans two track widths
 + FasTrack® compatible
 + Dimensions: 14 3/4” x 13” x 7”

E. 6-14083 Silver $54.99
    6-37115 Green $54.99 (Not Shown)

B r i d g e s  &  T u n n e l s

Metal Girder Bridges 
 + Die-cast metal girders
 + Metal base
 + Compatible with O-27, O, and FasTrack® track systems
 + Length: 10”

 
A. 6-83230 Amtrak® NEW!  $42.99
B. 6-83232 Bethlehem Steel NEW! $36.99
C. 6-83233 CSX NEW!  $36.99

Officially licensed product of Amtrak®. Amtrak is a registered service 
mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.

NEW
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F.

G.

H.

I.

*Train and track not included with accessories on this spread

Accessories |  Tradit ional

Lighted Covered Bridge
Approximately two feet in length, the Lionel Covered 
Bridge is designed to accommodate O27 Gauge, 
O-Gauge and FasTrack® track sections.

Features:
 + Metal base
 + Illuminated interior
 + Compatible with O27, O, and 
FasTrack® track systems

 + Dimensions: 24 1/16” L x 7 3/4” W x 8” 

H. 6-24117  $79.99

O-Gauge Tunnels
Tunnels are available for placement on curved or 
straight track sections.

Features:
 + Durable, long lasting construction
 + Simulated mountain terrain
 + Realistic portal entrances
 + Compatible with O-27, O, and FasTrack® track systems
 + Curved tunnel accommodates O-36 
and O-48 curved track systems

 + Straight tunnel accommodates straight track only
 + Dimensions: 26” L x 16” W x 14” H (curved) 
24” L x 10” W x 14” H (straight)

F.  6-16868 Straight  $54.99
G. 6-37810 Curved   $64.99

Illuminated Hopper Shed
Add this realistic facility service 
structure to the work area of your 
layout. Place the Lionel Hopper Shed 
over your track and roll your covered 
hoppers in to simulate unloading 
operations.

Features:
 + Two exterior lights
 + Includes spacers to add height

I. 6-82333 $44.99

NEW
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Cell Tower
 + Strobe light
 + Realistic microwave panel details
 + Dimensions: 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” x 16”

A. 6-37903  $69.99

Rotary beacon (yellow)
 + Stamped metal construction
 + Beacon light housing rotates
 + Beacon features red and green lenses
 + Dimensions: 5”L x 5”W” x 12”H

B. 6-81944 $84.99

A.

B.

T R A C K S I D E
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Telephone Poles
Our popular scale-sized telephone poles add even more 
realism to any scale or traditional layout. 

Features:
 + Insulators, lights, and transformers in 
assorted packs are included as shown

 + Exterior illumination in assorted and lighted packs
 + Metal details 
 + Height: 7 1/2”

E. 6-37939 Assorted $42.99
F. 6-37995 Lighted $49.99
G. 6-37851 Standard $36.99

Classic Street Lamp 3-Packs
 + Plastic light housing
 + Metal center post
 + Set of three
 + Height: 4 1/2”

H. 6-37174 Black $39.99
I. 6-29247 Green $39.99

#70 Yard Lights
 + Die-cast metal light housing
 + Metal center post
 + Set of three
 + Lamp position can be adjusted
 + Height: 4 1/2”

J. 6-14071  $34.99
J.

E.

G.

F.

H.

I.
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Auto Crossing Gate 
 + Gate drops when train passes by
 + 153C Contactor included
 + Also works with insulated track 
section or 153IR (sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 9 1/2” gate length

A. 6-12714 $49.99 

Railroad Bumpers
 + Easily snaps into place between outside 
rails of tubular O and O-27 track

 + Set of three
 + Dimensions: 3” x 1 1/2” x 1 1/2”

D. 6-12717  $7.49

Die-cast Metal Bumpers
Die-cast metal construction
Only compatible with tubular O & O27 track
Illuminated red lights
Easily screws into place between outside rails
Set of two
Dimensions: 3” x 1 7/8” x 2”

C. 6-62283  $26.99

#148 Dwarf Signal
 + Lights change from green to red when 
trains move through its block

 + Automatically resets to green 
when train clears its block

 + LED lighting
 + Operates on 6-18 volt AC or DC power
 + FasTrack® Accessory Activation Pack 
or insulated rail required

 + Dimensions: 1 3/4” x 1 3/4” x 2”

B. 6-12883  $26.99

153IR Controller
 + Die-cast metal structure
 + Infrared sensors detect passing trains 
and activate connected accessories

 + Time delay adjustment knob 
(from 3 to 15 seconds)

 + Dimensions: 5” x 4 1/2” x 3 1/2”

E. 6-14111    $45.99

T R A C K S I D E
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Mainline Auto  
Crossing Gates

 + Die-cast metal construction
 + Red flashing signal
 + Gate drops when train passes by
 + Set of two
 + 153C Contactor included
 + Works with insulated track 
section  (sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 4” x 1” x 4 1/2”

H. 6-14098  $99.99

Banjo Signal
 + Die-cast metal construction
 + Passing trains activate 
“banjo” mechanism

 + 153C Contactor included, or 
use a 153IR (sold separately)

 + Also works with 
insulated track section 
(sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 7 3/4” height

G. 6-14090  $59.99

#154 Railroad  
Crossing Flasher

 + Die-cast and stamped 
metal construction

 + Red lights flash alternately 
when activated

 + 153C Contactor included, or use 
a 153IR (sold separately)

 + Also works with insulated track 
section (sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 9” height

F. 6-12888  $55.99 Double Signal Bridge
 + Spans two tracks
 + Lights change from green to 
red to warn approaching trains 
of occupied blocks ahead

 + Compatible with both FasTrack® 
and traditional tubular O 
and O27 track systems

 + Use an insulated track section or 
a 153IR (both sold separately)

 + Use with Plug-n-Play Accessory 
Activator (sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 3 1/4” x 10 1/4”” x 7 3/4”

I. 6-83174 NEW! $99.99 

FasTrack® Grade Crossing 
with Flashing Crossbucks

 + Features two flashing 
signals & bell sounds

 + Includes two 5” insulated straights 
for automatic operation

 + Length: 20” track section, 6 1/4” road sect.

K. 6-12052 $99.99

Single Signal Bridge
 + Lights change from green to 
red to warn approaching trains 
of occupied blocks ahead

 + Compatible with both FasTrack® 
and traditional tubular O 
and O27 track systems

 + Use an insulated track section or 
a 153IR (both sold separately)

 + Use with Plug-n-Play Accessory 
Activator (sold separately)

 + Dimensions: 3 ¼” x 4 ½” x 7 ¾”

J. 6-83173 NEW! $79.99 

F.

G.

H.

J.

I.

K.
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Die-Cast Metal Sprung Trucks with 
Rotating Bearing Caps

 + Rotating bearing caps
 + Metal coupler armature
 + Quick and easy to install
 + Adds weight and improves tracking
 + Box of two

A. 6-14251    $24.99

Die-Cast Metal Sprung Trucks
 + Metal coupler armature
 + Quick and easy to install
 + Adds weight and improves tracking
 + Box of two

B. 6-14078  $23.99

Coal Bag 
 + Simulated coal in small-size pieces
 + Perfect load for hoppers, gondolas, and coal dump cars
 + Approx. 4 oz. 

C. 6-12732    $6.99

Coal Pack 
 + Simulated coal in medium-size pieces
 + Approx. 24 oz.

D. 6-16889  $14.99

Coal Tipple Pack 
 + Perfect size!
 + Simulated coal in large-size pieces
 + Perfect size for original Lionel Coal Tipple accessory operation
 + Approx. 24 oz.

E. 6-24148  $14.99

A. B.

C.

D.

E.

E X T R A S
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LEGACY 360W PowerMaster
The Legacy 360W Powermaster is the long awaited 
replacement for both the TPC300 and the TPC400!
 
Each 360W Powermaster includes a user settable 
switch to select 15 Amp or 20 Amp circuit 
protection. No additional cables are required 
for use with Lionel 135W or 180W Powerhouses. 
The 360W Powermaster includes all the same 
features as the 6-37146 LEGACY Powermaster; but 
handles up to 20 amps of power. Superior short 
circuit protection ensures reliable operation for all 
generations of Lionel products.

Features:
 + Works with all Lionel Command 
Remotes: Cab-1, Cab-1L and Cab-2

 + Control conventional locomotives wirelessly; 
control speed, direction, horn/whistle and bell

 + Vary track power to fine-tune 
lighting, accessories and command 
equipped locomotives

 + Wirelessly restore power after a derailment
 + Receives commands wirelessly 
(no serial cable required)

 + Use one LEGACY 360W Powermaster 
per track loop to operate conventional 
locomotives independently

 + Controls up to 360 Watts of external 
power (two 180W Powerhouses)

 + Compatible with all smooth sine 
wave transformers from all eras (with 
the addition of a 6-12893 Power 
Adapter Cable, sold separately)

 + Equipped with dual Powerhouse sockets   
(no additional Powerhouse cabling required)

I. 6-82883        $219.99

Power Adapter Cable
The Power Adapter Cable connects your 
transformer to a PowerMaster for operating 
LEGACY, TMCC and non-TMCC equipped 
locomotives.

J. 6-12893        $19.99

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.
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Bathtub Gondola Coal Load 
Insert 3-Pack
When you’re not using loose coal in your 
bathtub gondolas, these removable inserts 
will give your string of bathtub coal cars a 
realistic full-load appearance. Each pack 
includes three single-piece removable coal 
loads.

Features:
 + Set of three
 + Dimensions: 111/8” x 2 1/4”  
each insert

F. 6-16873 $19.99

Oval Track & Power Pack
 + 1 FasTrack® 10” Straight Terminal Track
 + 3 Pieces of FasTrack® 10” Straight Track
 + 8 Pieces of FasTrack® O36 Curve Track
 + CW-80 Transformer

G. 6-81734 $199.99

Figure 8 Track & Power Pack
 + 1 FasTrack® 10” Straight Terminal Track
 + 3 Pieces of FasTrack® 10” Straight
 + 4 Pieces of FasTrack® 5” Straight
 + 12 Pieces of FasTrack® O36 Curve Track
 + 1 Piece of FasTrack® 90-Degree 
Crossover Track

 + CW-80 Transformer

H. 6-81735 $249.99






